Gustavo Mendez, Chair
Gilbert Cuevas, Vice Chair
Richard Corvera-Hernandez, Commissioner
Patricia Covarrubias, Commissioner
Vacant, Commissioner

REMOTE TELECONFERENCE AND
ELECTRONICALLY
This meeting will be conducted
telephonically and electronically pursuant
to the State of California Executive Order
No. 29-20.
Teleconference Phone Number:
+1 (253) 215-8782
Meeting ID: 871 1753 3412
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87117533412

AGENDA
A REGULAR MEETING
OF THE CUDAHY PLANNING COMMISSION
Monday, March 15, 2021 – 6:30 P.M.
“Members of the Public are Advised that all PAGERS, CELLULAR TELEPHONES and any OTHER
COMMUNICATION DEVICES are to be turned off upon entering the City Council Chambers.” If you need to
have a discussion with someone in the audience, kindly step out into the lobby.
Written materials distributed to the Planning Commission within 72 hours of the Planning Commission meeting
are available for public inspection immediately upon distribution in the City Clerk’s Office at City Hall located at
5220 Santa Ana Street, Cudahy, CA 90201.
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) if you need special assistance to participate in this
meeting, you should contact the City Clerk’s Office at (323) 773-5143 at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting.

1. CALL TO ORDER

2. ROLL CALL
Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez
Commissioner Covarrubias
Vice Chair Cuevas
Chair Mendez
3. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

4. PRESENTATIONS
A. None.
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5. PUBLIC COMMENTS
(Chairperson: This is the time set aside for citizens to address the Planning Commission on matters
relating to Commission business. When addressing the Commission please speak into the microphone
and voluntarily state your name and address. Each person will be allowed to speak only once and
will be limited to five (5) minutes. The proceedings of this meeting are recorded.

6. WAIVE FULL READINGS
A. Approval to waive the full reading of all resolutions on the agenda and declare that said titles which
appear on the public agenda shall be determined to have been read by title only.
Recommendation: To waive the full text reading of all resolutions on the agenda.

7. PUBLIC HEARING
A. 4827 Santa Ana Street – Development Review Permit No. 41-538 - Consideration of a
development review permit to allow the design, site layout, and construction of a 5-unit
multifamily residential development located at 4827 Santa Ana Street, pursuant to Section
20.84.170 of the City’s Zoning Code.
Recommendation: The Planning Commission of the City of Cudahy is recommended to approve
Development Review Permit No. 41-538 to allow the design, site layout, and the construction of a
5-unit multifamily residential development.
B. 5112 Santa Ana Street – Development Review Permit No. 41-540 - Consideration of a
development review permit to allow the design, site layout, and construction of a 760 square
foot floor area addition to the existing convenience mart located at 5001 Clara Street within the
Neighborhood Commercial Zone, pursuant to Section 20.84.170 of the City’s Zoning Code.
Recommendation: The Planning Commission of the City of Cudahy is recommended to approve
Development Review Permit No. 41-540 to allow the design, site layout, and construction of a 760
square foot addition to the existing convenience mart.

8. BUSINESS SESSION
A. Minutes: A request to approve the minutes of the Special Planning Commission meeting held on
Monday, February 24, 2020
(Minutes attached)
Recommendation: Staff recommends the Planning Commission to approve the minutes of the
Special Planning Commission meeting held on February 24, 2020.
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9. COMMISSION BUSINESS

10. ADJOURNMENT

I Salvador Lopez Jr., hereby certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that
the foregoing agenda was posted on the City’s Website not less than 72 hours prior to the meeting. A copy
of said Agenda is on file in the Community Development Department.
Dated this 11th Day of March, 2021

______________________________________
Salvador Lopez Jr.
Community Development Director
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DRP 41-538
4827 Santa Ana Street

AGENDA REPORT
MEETING DATE:

March 15, 2021

TO:

Honorable Chair & Planning Commission Members

FROM:

Salvador Lopez, Interim Community Development Director

Subject:

Development Review Permit No. 41-538, to allow the construction of
a 5-unit multifamily residential development located at 4827 Santa
Ana Street (APN 6224-011-017).

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission of the City of Cudahy (the “City”):
1. Approve Development Review Permit No. 41-580 to allow the design, site layout, and
construction of a 5-unit multifamily residential development.
BACKGROUND/PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The subject property is located on an approximately 20,741 square foot lot located at 4827 Santa Ana
Street in the City of Cudahy in the High Density Residential (HDR) Zone. The site is currently
developed with an existing single-family residence and will be demolished to accommodate the new
development. The immediate area is developed with a mix of multi-family residential land uses.
The applicant, Ernesto Jaramillo, proposes to construct a new 5-unit multi-family detached residential
development. According to the plans submitted to the city’s Planning Division the development will
consist of the construction of five (5) two-story units totaling 1,718 square feet of habitable area with a
408 square foot 2-car garage on the ground floor. All unit have an identical or mirrored floor plan with
three bedrooms and three bathrooms. There is a total of 13 parking spaces proposed for the site to be
accommodated in a combination of first-floor 2-car garages and 3 guest parking spaces. Bicycle
parking is also provided. A series of both private and open spaces will be provided throughout. The
site will be accessed from a common 390-foot long, 20-foot wide driveway along the western edge of
the property. This driveway will connect to Santa Ana Street providing residents and emergency access
from either street. This has been reviewed and approved by the Los Angeles County Fire Department.
The project architecture is modern contemporary with a pitched roof line. Treatments incorporated are
contemporary treatments of smooth finish stucco and decorative stone veneers. Proposed building
colors incorporate an earth-tone palette with a grey siding, white smooth stucco finish, and grey trims.
The first floor of the buildings will provide a 5-foot side yard setback along the eastern side of the
property and a 7-foot setback for the 2nd story. A ten-foot setback is provided at the rear property line
and 15-foot front yard setback is proposed along the street. A six-foot tall concrete-masonry-unit
(CMU) wall would be constructed along the entire perimeter of the property, except the front setback

area which will have a 3 feet high decorative masonry wall. A preliminary landscape plan has been
submitted showing landscape areas on the buildings’ perimeter and in interior open space areas and
within the front yard setback. A more detailed plan will be submitted with the formal plan check
submittal. Project lighting would consist of security lighting and wall lights on the building perimeters,
using LED fixtures. All lighting would be designed to avoid light spillage to neighboring properties.
The table below provides floor area detailed information for the proposed units:

Number of units
Five 3-bedroom units

Number of
Bedrooms
15 total

Habitable Area
8,590 sq. ft.

The development also includes 200 square feet of private balconies for each unit and a central
common open space area totaling 1,412 square feet.
A minimum number of on-site parking spaces is required for each residential unit, based on the number
of bedrooms, inclusive of guest parking spaces. The table below identifies the number of spaces
required by the zoning code based on the bedroom count.
Type of unit
3 bedrooms

# of spaces required
2 spaces/dwelling unit,
at least one space in a
garage; and 0.5 space
per unit for guest
parking

# of spaces provided
2 enclosed spaces
per unit and a total of
3 guest spaces

ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION:
General Plan and Zoning. The Cudahy General Plan 2040 designates the site and surrounding area
as “High Density Residential” as noted above, and the property’s zoning is High Density Residential
(HDR). Table 1 shows the project site and surrounding area’s zoning and land uses.
The property is in the HDR zone and measures approximately 20,741 square feet. According to Section
20.16.040 (C) of the Cudahy Municipal Code (CMC) the HDR zone allows a maximum density of 15
unit per acre on lots measuring less the 25,000 square feet. In this case the maximum allowable
number of units is seven. The applicant has chosen to develop the property with 5 units.
The HDR Zone restricts building height to four stories or 55 feet, whichever is less, and requires
minimum habitable floor areas of 700 square feet for one-bedroom units, 900 square feet for 2bedroom units, and 1,100 square feet for three-bedroom units, and requires 280 square feet of
common open space per unit, and 200 square feet of private open space per unit (CMC § 20.16.030
and 060).
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Table 1
Zoning and Land Use
ZONING

LAND USE

PROJECT SITE

HDR

Single-Family Residence

NORTH

HDR

Multifamily Residential

EAST

HDR

Multifamily Residential

SOUTH

HDR

Single-family Residential

WEST

HDR

Multifamily Residential

The proposed project meets General Plan and Zoning standards for use (multiple-family residential),
building height, and front, rear, and side setbacks. The project plans show that the individual units’
habitable area and private open space areas either meet or exceed zoning standards. The project
proposes a 390-foot long, 20-foot wide driveway and a 26-foot wide hammer head as required by the
Los Angeles County Fire Department. Table 2 below compares the project’s characteristics with
development standards.
Table 2
Development Standards: Required vs. Proposed Project
General
Plan

Required

HDR

Zoning

Density

HDR

2,904
SF/DU
(15
du/acre)

Height

Setbacks

4 stories
or 55 feet

Front:
15 ft
Side: 5 ft
Additional
stories: 2 ft
per story
Rear: 10 ft.

7 dwelling
unit max

Proposed

HDR

HDR

5 dwelling
units

2 stories
and 21
feet

Front: 15 ft.
Side: 5-7 ft.
2nd story: 7 ft.
Rear: 10 ft.

Consistent?

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Parking

Private
Open
Space
per unit

Common
Open
Space

2 spaces/unit
and
0.5 guest
space/unit

200 SF

280 SF/Unit
=
1,400 SF

1,718 SF

2 enclosed
spaces/unit
0.5 guest
space/unit

200 SF

1,412 SF
common
area plus
front and rear
landscaped
areas

YES

YES

YES

YES

Min Floor
Area
(3 BR units)

1,100 SF

Table 2 shows that the proposed development complies strictly with all applicable development
standards for development of new multifamily developments in the MDR zone.
City of Cudahy General Plan Land Use and Housing Element Provisions. The following provisions
relate to the project’s consistency with the City’s General Plan Goals and Policies:
•

Land Use Element (LUE) Policy 3.14. The City of Cudahy will require new buildings to be
designed to avoid styles, colors, and materials that negatively impact the environment or the
design character of the neighborhood and district in which they are located.
Analysis: The project architecture is a modern contemporary 21-foot high, 2-story units with a
pitched roof line. The design will incorporate contemporary treatments like decorative stone
veneers and smooth finish stucco. Proposed building colors incorporate an earth-tone palette
with a grey siding, white smooth stucco finish, and grey trims. This is consistent with Policy
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3.14, which with require new development to avoid negatively impacting the surrounding
environment.
•

Land Use Elements Goal 5. Accommodate different family size and income levels through a
variety of different types and scales of housing.
Analysis: The development will consist of the construction of five (5) two-story detached and
attached units totaling 1,718 square feet per unit and a 408 square foot 2-car garage located on
the 1st floor. Each detached unit has 3 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms. The proposed development
provides mid-size housing while utilizing less footprint and provides usable private and common
open spaces. This is consistent with Goal 5 of the Land Use Element.

•

Housing Element Goal 2. The City of Cudahy will promote affordable housing and shelter for
all economic segments of the community.
o

Housing Element Policy 2.1. The City of Cudahy will promote all State, regional and
local practices and plans that support housing availability for all economic segments of
the population.
Analysis: The project would provide additional housing in the City, increasing supply and
providing more options to residents than the current use of single-family.

o

Housing Element Policy 1.4. The City of Cudahy will promote the development of
attractive and safe housing to meet the community’s needs.
Analysis: The project would supply new a contemporary multi-family unit development
that will meet all Zoning, Building and Fire Department requirements.

Compatibility with surrounding uses. The proposed multiple-family residential project is generally
compatible and consistent with surrounding uses. Single and multiple-family residential uses lie on all
sides of the project site, in both one and two-story structures. The building height of three stories and
21 feet high does not exceed the HDR zone’s 55-foot or four-story maximum height. The placement of
the structure on the site, facing a driveway and a front yard setback of 15 feet, reduces the project’s
visual bulk. The subject site is elongated and oriented north-south perpendicular to its access roads.
This will also serve to limit any aesthetic concerns about the proposed development. The proposed rear
setback of 10 feet does not intrude on residential uses.
The Los Angeles County Fire Department’s Land Development Division reviewed the proposed plan for
access requirements and has tentatively approved the proposed access (20-foot wide driveway with a
26-foot hammer head) to the subject property and the proposed units, with conditions of approval.
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REQUIRED FINDINGS:
DEVELOPMENT REVIEW PERMIT
CMC § 20.84.210, Basis for Approval or Denial of a Development Review Permit.
•

20.84.210(a) The project is consistent with the City of Cudahy General Plan, any
applicable specific plan, and any plan of another governmental agency made applicable
by statue or ordinance.
Support for Finding: The project is compatible with the City of Cudahy’s General Plan because it
proposes a multiple-family residential project in the High-Density Residential General Plan
designation and the High-Density Residential zone. The HDR designation and zone set forth a
residential density of up to 15 dwelling units/acre for lots less than 25,000 square feet.

•

20.84.210(b) The height, bulk, and other design features of structures are in proportion to
the building site, and external features are balanced and unified to present a harmonious
appearance.
Support for Finding: The proposed development’s structure is two stories in height and is only
21-feet high with a pitched roof design. There is sufficient area in the 15-foot front setback for
ample and dense landscaping, presenting a harmonious appearance with nearby residences
that also face the street. Accordingly, the project is consistent with the height, bulk, and other
design features required by the City Zoning design guidelines and provides a unified and
uniform appearance.

•

20.84.210(c) The project design contributes to the physical character of the community,
relates harmoniously to existing and anticipated development in the vicinity, and is not
monotonously repetitive in and of itself or in conjunction with neighboring uses and
does not contribute to excessive variety among neighboring uses.
Support for Finding: The existing surrounding properties include single story and two-story
single-family and multi-family residences. The proposed development includes five (5)
multifamily residential units, consistent with the height, bulk, and other design features found in
the surrounding area. The proposed surface articulations, including grey siding, white smooth
stucco grey trimmed windows.

•

20.84.210(d) The site layout and the orientation and location of structures and their
relationship to one another and to open spaces, parking areas, pedestrian walks, signs,
illumination, and landscaping achieve safe, efficient, and harmonious development.
Support for Finding: The proposed site layout presents a similar access layout as seen
throughout the neighborhood with one common drive to access all unis from Santa Ana Street.
The development’s orientation beyond the setback and the common driveway helps to screen
the building’s mass from the public right of way and adjacent properties. There are areas
available for guest parking, landscaping, including the front setback, the rear setback, the
private open space and common areas. The common driveway permits good visibility along the
length of the project interior and will have security lighting for safety.
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•

20.84.210(e) The grading and site development show due regard for the qualities of the
natural terrain and landscape and do not call for the indiscriminate destruction of trees,
shrubs, and other natural features.
Support for Finding: The proposed development requires minor grading and demolition of the
existing structure. Generally, the rest of the site is urbanized, flat, and there is little evidence of
“natural” terrain. There are no “natural” features on the site. Moreover, the project would add
new landscaping, including trees and shrubs, which would replace any that would be removed.

•

20.84.210(f) The design, lighting, and placement of signs are appropriately related to the
structure and grounds and are in harmony with the general development of the site.
Support for Finding: The project will not have illuminated signage, with the exception for
possible illuminated identifying address signs on the front elevation. That sign must meet CMC
standards for property identification signs and the conditions of approval for the project, and
thus would be in harmony with the general development of the site.

•

20.84.210(g) Mechanical equipment, machinery, trash, and other exterior service areas
are screened or treated in a manner which is in harmony with the design of the
structures and grounds.
Support for Finding: There are no proposed exterior mechanical equipment, machinery, or
service areas except for the trash enclosures which are located behind decorative view
obscuring doors to prevent stormwater runoff and to provide further screening and meets zoning
code requirements for multi-family developments. Other mechanical equipment must comply
with CMC design guidelines and Building Code standards, which require that all mechanical
equipment, machinery, trash, and other exterior service areas be screened from public view.

•

20.84.210(h) The project shows proper consideration for adjacent residentially zoned or
occupied property and does not adversely affect the character of such property.
Support for Finding: The proposed project would re-develop a site that lies between occupied
multiple-family residences. By introducing new, up-to-date residences with new landscaping, the
project would improve the character of the adjacent properties and maintain or improve property
value. The design is consistent with the City’s General Plan and zoning designation, meets all
development standards within the provisions of the Development Review Permit for the project,
is compatible with the surrounding residential use, and will not adversely affect the value or
quality of the neighborhood.

CEQA (CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT):
Based upon the information received and Staff’s assessment, the proposed Project is categorically exempt
from California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) pursuant to Section 15303 (Class 3, New Construction
or Conversion of Small Structure). Approval of the project satisfies the requirements under this exemption.
The project is consistent with the General Plan in that it facilitates and encourages diversity in housing
types. The applicant proposes five residential units, which adds additional housing options in the City. The
site is a residential property surrounded by other residential properties, as well as commercial properties, of
similar size in an urbanized area.
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ATTACHMENTS:
1. Location Map
2. Proposed Development Plans
3. Resolution No. PC 21-01
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LOCATION MAP

4827 Santa Ana Street

RESOLUTION NO. PC 21-01
A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY
OF CUDAHY APPROVING DEVELOPMENT REVIEW PERMIT
NO. 41-538 TO ALLOW THE DESIGN, SITE LAYOUT AND
CONSTRUCTION OF A 5-UNIT MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT LOCATED AT 4827 SANTA ANA STREET.
APPLICANT: ERNESTO JARAMILLO.
WHEREAS: The applicant, Ernesto Jaramillo, requests approval of a Development
Review Permit to allow the design, site layout, and the construction of a 5-unit multifamily
residential development located in the High-Density Residential Zone.
WHEREAS: The subject property is located at 4827 Santa Ana Street in an area that is
designated by the Cudahy General Plan and by the Cudahy Zoning Map as High Density
Residential; and
WHEREAS: The subject property is approximately 20,741 square feet in area, and the
HDR zone sets forth the maximum residential density of 2,904 square feet per acre. The base
allowable density of the parcel is seven units, calculated by dividing the parcel area by the zoneassigned density and rounding down to the next whole number (20,741/2,904 = 7.14); and
WHEREAS: This matter was duly posted and set for a public hearing for March 15, 2021
at 6:30pm consistent with the City of Cudahy's Zoning Ordinance procedures for Development
Review Permits, Conditional Use Permits, and Tentative Tract Maps.
NOW THEREFORE, the Planning Commission of the City of Cudahy hereby resolves:
SECTION 1. The Project has been environmentally reviewed pursuant to the provisions of the
California Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources Code Sections 21000, et seq (“CEQA”),
the State CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Sections 15000, et seq),
and the City’s Local CEQA Guidelines. In accordance with the provisions of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), an environmental analysis has been completed for this case.
As a result of that analysis, it has been determined that this case will not have a significant impact
upon the environment and is Exempt, pursuant to Article 19, Section 15303, New Construction or
Conversion of Small Structures, of the CEQA Guidelines and therefore, no further environmental
documentation will be required.
SECTION 2. After considering the proposal on the basis for approval or denial of Development
Review Permit 41.538 stated in Chapter 20 of the Cudahy Municipal Code, the Planning
Commission finds as follows:
A. The project is compatible with the City of Cudahy’s General Plan because it proposes a
multiple-family residential project in the High-Density Residential General Plan
designation and the High-Density Residential zone. The HDR designation and zone set
forth a residential density of up to 15 dwelling units/acre for lots less than 25,000 square
feet.
B. The height, bulk, and other design features of the Project’s structures are in proportion to
the building site, and external features are balanced and unified so as to present a

harmonious appearance. The proposed development’s structure is two stories in height
and is only 21-feet high with a pitched roof design. There is sufficient area in the 15-foot
front setback for ample and dense landscaping, presenting a harmonious appearance with
nearby residences that also face the street. Accordingly, the project is consistent with the
height, bulk, and other design features required by the City Zoning design guidelines and
provides a unified and uniform appearance.
C. The project design contributes to the physical character of the community, relates
harmoniously to existing and anticipated development in the vicinity, and is not
monotonously repetitive in and of itself or in conjunction with neighboring uses and does
not contribute to excessive variety among neighboring uses. The existing surrounding
properties include single story and two-story single-family and multi-family residences.
The proposed development includes five (5) multifamily residential units, consistent with
the height, bulk, and other design features found in the surrounding area. The proposed
surface articulations, including grey siding, white smooth stucco grey trimmed windows.
D. The site layout and the orientation and location of structures and their relationship to one
another and to open spaces, parking areas, pedestrian walks, signs, illumination, and
landscaping achieve safe, efficient, and harmonious development. The proposed site
layout presents a similar access layout as seen throughout the neighborhood with one
common drive to access all unis from Santa Ana Street. The development’s orientation
beyond the setback and the common driveway helps to screen the building’s mass from
the public right of way and adjacent properties. There are areas available for guest
parking, landscaping, including the front setback, the rear setback, the private open space
and common areas. The common driveway permits good visibility along the length of the
project interior and will have security lighting for safety.
E. The grading and site development show due regard for the qualities of the natural terrain
and landscape and do not call for the indiscriminate destruction of trees, shrubs, and other
natural features. The proposed development requires minor grading and demolition of the
existing structure. Generally, the rest of the site is urbanized, flat and there is little
evidence of “natural” terrain. There are no “natural” features on the site. Moreover, the
project would add new landscaping, including trees and shrubs, which would replace those
that would be removed.
F. The design, lighting, and placement of signs are appropriately related to the structure and
grounds and are in harmony with the general development of the site. The project will not
have illuminated signage, with the exception for possible illuminated identifying address
signs on the front elevation. That sign must meet CMC standards for property
identification signs and the conditions of approval for the project, and thus would be in
harmony with the general development of the site.
G. Mechanical equipment, machinery, trash, and other exterior service areas are screened
or treated in a manner that is in harmony with the design of the structures and grounds.
There are no proposed exterior mechanical equipment, machinery, or service areas
except for the trash enclosures which are located within an enclosed structure behind
decorative view obscuring doors to prevent stormwater runoff and to provide further
screening and meets zoning code requirements for multi-family developments. Other
mechanical equipment must comply with CMC design guidelines and Building Code
standards, which require that all mechanical equipment, machinery, trash, and other
exterior service areas be screened from public view.

H. The project shows proper consideration for adjacent residentially zoned or occupied
property and does not adversely affect the character or value of such property. The
proposed project would re-develop a site that lies between occupied single and multiplefamily residences. By introducing new, up-to-date residences with new landscaping, the
project would improve the character of the adjacent properties and maintain or improve
property value. The design is consistent with the City’s General Plan and zoning
designation, meets all development standards within the provisions of the Development
Review Permit for the project, is compatible with the surrounding residential use, and will
not adversely affect the value or quality of the neighborhood.
SECTION 3. Based upon the findings contained in this Resolution and on all other written and
oral evidence in the record, the Planning Commission hereby approves Development Review
Permit No. 41-538, subject to the conditions of approval set forth below:
1.

The applicant, its successors in interest, and assignees, shall indemnify, protect, defend
(with legal counsel reasonably acceptable to the City), and hold harmless, the City, and
any agency or instrumentality thereof, and its elected and appointed officials, officers,
employees, and agents from and against all liabilities, claims, actions, causes of action,
proceedings, suits, damages, judgments, liens, levies, and disbursements (collectively,
“Claims”) arising out of or in any way relating to this project, any discretionary approval
granted by the City related to the development of the project, or the environmental review
conducted under the California Environmental Quality Act, Public Resources Code section
21000 et seq., (“CEQA”) for the project. If the City Attorney is required to enforce any
conditions of approval, the applicant shall pay for all costs of enforcement, including
attorney’s fees.

2.

Subcontractors hired to improve the physical structures of the building shall obtain a
contractor’s business license from the City Business License Department and submit proof
of workers’ compensation insurance to the City Building Department, before the issuance
of any permits.

3.

All conditions shall be binding upon the applicants, their successors and assigns, shall run
with the land, shall limit and control the issuance and validity of certificate of occupancy,
and shall restrict and limit the construction, location, and use and maintenance of all land
and structures within the development.

4.

The site shall be kept in a neat manner at all times and any landscaping shall be
continuously maintained in a healthy and thriving condition.

5.

Any changes in building textures, materials, and colors on the exterior walls are subject to
planning approval. A developer is required to submit samples of all exterior materials for
approval prior to the issuance of building permits.

6.

Construction shall conform to the site plan on file with the Community Development
Department and as approved by the Planning Commission.

7.

The Developer shall verify in writing that there is sufficient water service for the additional
dwelling units proposed. Also, the developer agrees to install any equipment, lines or other
necessary improvement to ensure that there will be sufficient water service for the
proposed additions.

8.

A complete set of plans including the sewer, drainage, grading, and erosion control plans,
which accurately depict the location of the proposed structures, driveways, and all other
elements of the development, shall be submitted as part of the plan check submittal.

9.

The applicant shall comply with all conditions set forth by the Los Angeles County Fire
Department for this application in its letter of correspondence and on file with the City
Planning Department.

10.

Anti-graffiti substances shall be used on both sides of the perimeter walls of the subject
property.

11.

Applicant shall remove graffiti within 24 hours of application. In the event graffiti is not
removed within 24 hours, the applicant grants access and indemnifies the City to enter the
property to abate graffiti according to CMC Sections 15.20.150 and 15.20.

12.

No motor vehicles (commercial or otherwise) shall be parked on the property except in
marked parking spaces.

13.

Utility equipment including and not limited to electricity, cable, or telephone equipment
must be placed underground. Each unit shall have separate sewer and water lines.

14.

Pursuant to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit
requirements, and City of Cudahy Municipal Code Section 11-2: Storm Water and Urban
Runoff Pollution Control all construction projects of less than 1 acre are required to meet
a minimum of water quality protection (i.e., Owner’s Certification of Compliance with
Minimum Requirements Form and/or Wet Weather Control Plan).

15.

As part of the plan check submittal, written verification from the local water authority that
there is sufficient water service for the additional dwelling units, as well as fire suppression
being provided without interruption to residences.

16.

A Lighting Plan shall be submitted with construction drawings to Building & Safety for plan
check.

17.

Landscaping and irrigation plans, which provide for adequate landscaping shall be
submitted to the Community Development Department for approval as part of plan check
submittal. All types of plants selected, and required watering systems for such
landscaping, shall, to the extent possible, conserve water and shall be consistent with any
water conservation ordinance enacted by the City.

18.

All roof-mounted equipment shall be adequately and decoratively screened and shall not
be visible from the street.

19.

The locations of air-conditioning condensers shall be shown on the site plan and shall not
be visible from the street.

20.

A raised curb shall be provided along the borders of the area proposed for parking spaces
and open space areas.

21.

All vents shall be painted to match the color of the house stucco or wood trim.

22.

All building materials and plants selected shall be comparable to the proposed
development.

23.

The developer shall obtain necessary permits to repair or improve any curb, gutter or
sidewalk damaged due to the construction process.

24.

The electrical transformer shall be adequately and decoratively screened from view.
Dense landscaping shall be used as screening materials. The applicant shall provide the
details with the set of building plans to illustrate this requirement.

25.

The applicant shall include all general notes on the plans submitted for plan check as
required. The floor plans and elevation drawings shall reflect the same information. The
developer is required to check said plans for accuracy and make sure plans are drawn to
scale and corrections are made as necessary prior to the issuance of permits.

26.

The developer shall not deviate from any of the approved plans without prior approval
from the Director of Community Development or the Planning Commission.

27.

The developer shall submit a complete listing of all subcontractors used for the project.
Each subcontractor shall obtain a contractor's business license from the City's Business
License Department and submit proof of workers' compensation insurance to the City of
Cudahy Building Department, before the issuance of any permits.

28.

The applicant shall comply with all conditions set forth by the Los Angeles Unified School
District for this application.

29.

Increased noise levels will be mitigated by the limitation of construction activities to not
earlier than 7:00 A.M. and not later than 6:00 P.M. To reduce temporary construction noise
contractors hired for the project shall implement BMPs such as providing advance
notification of construction to surrounding land uses, ensuring that equipment is properly
muffled, placement of noise sources away from residences, implementing noise
attenuation measures, and generally conduct construction in compliance with City of
Cudahy Municipal Code Article 23: Environmental Performance Standards.

30.

An Affidavit shall be recorded with the Los Angeles County Recorder’s Office stating that
the lot shall be maintained as a single contiguous lot and certified copy shall be filed with
the City Clerk of the City of Cudahy.

31.

In the event of transfer of ownership of the property involved in this application, the new
owner shall be fully informed of the use of said property as set forth by this approval,
together with all conditions, which are a part of, said approval.

32.

Issuance of Building Permits shall be conditioned upon submission of Covenants,
Conditions and Restrictions (CC&Rs) for review and approval by the City Attorney to
ensure that: (i) A homeowners association with legal power to maintain the common areas
is established, and (ii) the City is made part of the CC&Rs for the purpose of performing
common area maintenance if the homeowners association fails to do so and to recoup the
City’s cost of doing so via an assessment imposed on the unit owners, and (iii) copies of
the signed CC&Rs shall be recorded in the Los Angeles County Recorder’s Office, and a
copy given to the City of Cudahy and to each homeowner of the development. A fee must

be paid for city attorney review, which shall be equal to 110 percent of costs reasonably
borne for document review.
33.

All City Fees, i.e., plan check, building permit fees, school fees, Quimby fees, CC&R
review, etc., shall be paid by the applicant prior to the submittal of the plans to the Building
and Safety Department”.

34.

The applicant shall adhere to all requested mitigation measures provided by the Los
Angeles Unified School District.

35.

The applicant shall sign and notarize an Affidavit of Acceptance of Conditions, which
acknowledges all of the conditions imposed herein and the applicant's acceptance of this
Permit subject to those conditions.

36.

The rights granted under DRP No. 41-538 may be modified or revoked by the Planning
Commission should it be determined that the proposed uses or conditions under which
the project is being operated or maintained is detrimental to the public health, welfare or
materially harmful to property or improvements in the vicinity, if the property is operated
or maintained to constitute a public nuisance or is a contributor to blight, or if the uses on
the property are changed from the uses expressly approved herein.

37.

The rights granted under DRP No. 41-538 shall expire within one (1) year of the date of
approval by the Planning Commission unless proper building permits have been obtained
or the applicant(s) applies for and is granted an extension of time. No extension of time
will be considered unless the application for an extension is filed at least 30 days prior to
the expiration. An extension will not be granted if conditions have changed in that the
requisite findings for approval can no longer be made.

38.

Prior to any occupancy permit being granted, or commencement of the approved use,
these conditions shall be completed to the satisfaction of the City.

PASSED AND APPROVED THIS 15th DAY OF MARCH, 2021 BY THE FOLLOWING ROLL
CALL VOTE:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Chairman
ATTEST:

APPROVE AS TO FORM:
OLIVAREZ MADRUGA
ASSISTANT CITY ATTORNEY

By:
Salvador Lopez Jr., Deputy Secretary

Martin Koczanowicz

DRP 41-540
5001 Clara Street

AGENDA REPORT
MEETING DATE:

March 15, 2021

TO:

Honorable Chair & Planning Commission Members

FROM:

Salvador Lopez, Interim Community Development Director

Subject:

Development Review Permit No. 41-540, to allow the design, site
layout, and construction of a 760 square foot floor area addition to
the existing convenience mart located at 5001 Clara Street (APN
6226-019-021).

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission of the City of Cudahy (the “City”):
1. Approve Development Review Permit No. 41-540 to allow the design, site layout, and
construction of a 760 square foot floor area addition to the existing convenience mart.
BACKGROUND/PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The subject property is located on an approximately 22,653 square foot lot located at 5001 Clara Street
in the Neighborhood Commercial (NC) Zone. The site is currently developed with an automobile
service station with an accessory fuel canopy, retail/commercial units, with associated parking and
landscaped areas.
The applicant, Alberto Cisneros, proposes to construct a 760 square foot floor area addition to the
existing 2000 square foot convenience store. The floor area expansion is intended to accommodate an
interior remodel to provide a more cohesive and efficient interior flow and to allow the operator to
expand the sales counter area and provide additional storage. According to the plans submitted to the
city’s Planning Division the development will consist of the reconfiguration of the onsite
maneuverability. This new design will improve vehicle maneuverability by providing a one-way path of
travel accessing the rear parking and trash enclosure areas, while accommodating ample space for
vehicle parking backup and efficient access for the city’s trash hauler. This new on-way direction
improves site circulation and potential conflicts with patrons accessing the store.
Additional improvements include three new parking spaces located along the eastern property line,
relocated water and air dispensers, new landscaping within the parking areas and a new 15-feet deep
landscaped planter within the front yard setback along Wilcox Avenue. No improvements are proposed
to the existing fuel canopy.
The new addition’s facade will continue the architectural elements as that of the existing. These include
new smooth face stucco, extension of the rooftop parapet, new complimentary windows and the
decorative stucco trim and pop-outs.

ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION:
General Plan and Zoning. The Cudahy General Plan 2040 designates the site and surrounding area
as “Neighborhood Commercial” as noted above, and the property’s zoning is Neighborhood
Commercial (NC). The site is also located within the Wilcox Commercial Overlay. This overlay allows
for intensification and/or expansion of commercial use to accommodate small commercial businesses
that can meet daily shopping and dining needs for local residents. Table 1 shows the project site and
surrounding area’s zoning and land uses.
Table 1
Zoning and Land Use
ZONING
PROJECT SITE

NC

NORTH

MDR

EAST

LAND USE
Vehicle Service Station with convenience store and accessory retail units
Multifamily Residential

MDR

Multifamily Residential

SOUTH

NC

Lika Dancing/Night Club

WEST

NC

Retail/Commercial Strip Center

The proposed project meets General Plan and Zoning standards for use, building height, parking, and
front, rear, and side setbacks. The project plans show that the building addition either meets or exceed
zoning standards. The General Plan’s Land Use Element provides a series of goals and policies to
consider when making planning decisions.
City of Cudahy General Plan Land Use Element Provisions. The following provisions relate to the
project’s consistency with the City’s General Plan Goals and Policies:
•

Land Use Element (LUE) Policy 1.5 and Policy 3.8. Promote the revitalization, upgrading, and
beautification of commercial retail centers to coordinated, complimentary retail and service
uses. Require new remodel projects to be integrated as seamlessly as possible into the
surrounding development.
Analysis: The project design will incorporate contemporary treatments like smooth finish stucco
decorative trims, new complimentary windows, and a high parapet to screen any rooftop
equipment. The new addition’s facade will continue the architectural elements as that of the
existing. This is consistent with the policies, which with require new development to upgrade
and revitalize the existing service facility and avoid negatively impacting the surrounding
environment.
Land Use Element (LUE) Policy 2.3. Minimize the street presence and visibility of parking
facilities from public streets and neighboring properties.
Analysis: The location of the addition will result in the relocation of four existing parking spaces
(currently located within the street side front yard setback) to the rear of the property along the
eastern property line. This relocation will result in this front yard area to be fully landscaped and
will improve the overall aesthetics of the site and create a more pleasing street presence, while
eliminating conflict points with vehicles entering and leaving the site.

Compatibility with surrounding uses. The proposed development project is compatible and
consistent with surrounding uses and the intent of the Wilcox Commercial Overlay. This overlay allows
for intensification and/or expansion of commercial use to accommodate small commercial businesses
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that can meet daily shopping and dining needs for local residents. The expansion of the convenience
store will provide additional quick and convenient food access needs to nearby local residents.
REQUIRED FINDINGS:
DEVELOPMENT REVIEW PERMIT
CMC § 20.84.210, Basis for Approval or Denial of a Development Review Permit.
•

20.84.210(a) The project is consistent with the City of Cudahy General Plan, any
applicable specific plan, and any plan of another governmental agency made applicable
by statue or ordinance.
Support for Finding: The project is compatible with the City of Cudahy’s General Plan and the
Wilcox Commercial Overlay because it allows for the expansion of a commercial use to
accommodate small commercial businesses that can meet daily shopping and dining needs for
local residents. The project also promotes the revitalization, upgrading, and beautification of an
existing commercial/retail center.

•

20.84.210(b) The height, bulk, and other design features of structures are in proportion to
the building site, and external features are balanced and unified to present a harmonious
appearance.
Support for Finding: The proposed development’s structure is single-story in height and the new
addition’s facade will continue the architectural elements as that of the existing. These include
new smooth face stucco, extension of the rooftop parapet, new complimentary windows and the
decorative stucco trim and pop-outs, intended to present a harmonious appearance.

•

20.84.210(c) The project design contributes to the physical character of the community,
relates harmoniously to existing and anticipated development in the vicinity, and is not
monotonously repetitive in and of itself or in conjunction with neighboring uses and
does not contribute to excessive variety among neighboring uses.
Support for Finding: The existing surrounding properties include single story and two-story
single-family and multi-family residences. The proposed development includes a single-story
expansion, consistent with the height, bulk, and other design features found in the surrounding
area. The proposed surface articulations, including new smooth face stucco, decorative stucco
trim and pop-outs relates harmoniously to the existing development.

•

20.84.210(d) The site layout and the orientation and location of structures and their
relationship to one another and to open spaces, parking areas, pedestrian walks, signs,
illumination, and landscaping achieve safe, efficient, and harmonious development.
Support for Finding: The proposed site layout/design presents an improvement to on-site
vehicle maneuverability by providing a one-way path of travel accessing the rear parking and
trash enclosure areas, while accommodating ample space for vehicle parking backup and
efficient access for the city’s trash hauler. This new on-way direction improves site circulation
and potential conflicts with patrons accessing the store and eliminates conflict points with
vehicles entering and leaving the site.
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•

20.84.210(e) The grading and site development show due regard for the qualities of the
natural terrain and landscape and do not call for the indiscriminate destruction of trees,
shrubs, and other natural features.
Support for Finding: The proposed development requires minor grading and demolition of the
existing asphalt. Generally, the rest of the site is urbanized, flat, and there is little evidence of
“natural” terrain. There are no “natural” features on the site. Moreover, the project would add
new landscaping, including trees and shrubs, which would replace any that would be removed.

•

20.84.210(f) The design, lighting, and placement of signs are appropriately related to the
structure and grounds and are in harmony with the general development of the site.
Support for Finding: The project does not involve modifications to the existing illuminated
signage, with the exception for new light standards on the new building addition on the front
elevation. Any proposed signage must meet CMC standards for property identification signs
and the conditions of approval for the project, and thus would be in harmony with the general
development of the site.

•

20.84.210(g) Mechanical equipment, machinery, trash, and other exterior service areas
are screened or treated in a manner which is in harmony with the design of the
structures and grounds.
Support for Finding: There are no proposed exterior mechanical equipment, machinery, or
service areas except for the trash enclosures which are located to the rear of the property
behind the convenience store and also provides further screening with its decorative view
obscuring doors to prevent stormwater runoff. Other mechanical equipment must comply with
CMC design guidelines and Building Code standards, which require that all mechanical
equipment, machinery, trash, and other exterior service areas be screened from public view.

•

20.84.210(h) The project shows proper consideration for adjacent residentially zoned or
occupied property and does not adversely affect the character of such property.
Support for Finding: The proposed project would relocate existing parking stalls and equipment
to the rear of the property and introduce a new fifteen-foot-deep landscaped setback adjacent to
the northern residential property. Additionally, any new on-site lighting will be designed to avoid
any spillover to the adjacent residentially zoned properties. By introducing new, up-to-date
expansions with new landscaping, the project would improve the character of the adjacent
properties and maintain or improve property value. The design is consistent with the City’s
General Plan and zoning designation, meets all development standards within the provisions of
the Development Review Permit for the project, is compatible with the surrounding commercial
and residential uses, and will not adversely affect the value or quality of the neighborhood.

CEQA (CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT):
Based upon the information received and Staff’s assessment, the proposed Project is categorically exempt
from California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) pursuant to Section 15303 (Class 3, New Construction
or Conversion of Small Structure). Approval of the project satisfies the requirements under this exemption.
The project is consistent with the General Plan in that it allows for intensification and/or expansion of
commercial use to accommodate small commercial businesses that can meet daily shopping and dining
needs for local residents.
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ATTACHMENTS:
1. Location Map
2. Proposed Development Plans
3. Resolution No. PC 21-02
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RESOLUTION NO. PC 21-02
A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY
OF CUDAHY APPROVING DEVELOPMENT REVIEW PERMIT
NO. 41-540 TO ALLOW THE DESIGN, SITE LAYOUT AND
CONSTRUCTION OF A FLOOR AREA ADDITION TO THE
EXISTING CONVENIENCE MART LOCATED AT 5001 CLARA
STREET. APPLICANT: ALBERTO CISNEROS.
WHEREAS: The applicant, Alberto Cisneros, requests approval of a Development Review
Permit to allow the design, site layout, and the construction of a 760 square foot floor area addition
to the existing convenience mart located in the Neighborhood Commercial Zone.
WHEREAS: The subject property is located at 5001 Clara Street in an area that is
designated by the Cudahy General Plan and by the Cudahy Zoning Map as Neighborhood
Commercial and within the Wilcox Commercial Overlay; and
WHEREAS: The Wilcox Commercial Overlay allows for intensification and/or expansion
of commercial use to accommodate small commercial businesses that can meet daily shopping
and dining needs for local residents; and
WHEREAS: This matter was duly posted and set for a public hearing for March 15, 2021
at 6:30pm consistent with the City of Cudahy's Zoning Ordinance procedures for Development
Review Permits, Conditional Use Permits, and Tentative Tract Maps.
NOW THEREFORE, the Planning Commission of the City of Cudahy hereby resolves:
SECTION 1. The Project has been environmentally reviewed pursuant to the provisions of the
California Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources Code Sections 21000, et seq (“CEQA”),
the State CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Sections 15000, et seq),
and the City’s Local CEQA Guidelines. In accordance with the provisions of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), an environmental analysis has been completed for this case.
As a result of that analysis, it has been determined that this case will not have a significant impact
upon the environment and is Exempt, pursuant to Article 19, Section 15303, New Construction or
Conversion of Small Structures, of the CEQA Guidelines and therefore, no further environmental
documentation will be required.
SECTION 2. After considering the proposal on the basis for approval or denial of Development
Review Permit 41.540 stated in Chapter 20 of the Cudahy Municipal Code, the Planning
Commission finds as follows:
A. The project is consistent with the City of Cudahy’s General Plan, any applicable specific
plan, and any plan of a governmental agency made applicable by statute or ordinance.
The project is compatible with the City of Cudahy’s General Plan and the Wilcox
Commercial Overlay because it allows for the expansion of a commercial use to
accommodate small commercial businesses that can meet daily shopping and dining
needs for local residents. The project also promotes the revitalization, upgrading, and
beautification of an existing commercial/retail center.

B. The height, bulk, and other design features of the Project’s structures are in proportion to
the building site, and external features are balanced and unified so as to present a
harmonious appearance. The proposed development’s structure is single-story in height
and the new addition’s facade will continue the architectural elements as that of the
existing. These include new smooth face stucco, extension of the rooftop parapet, new
complimentary windows and the decorative stucco trim and pop-outs, intended to present
a harmonious appearance
C. The project design contributes to the physical character of the community, relates
harmoniously to existing and anticipated development in the vicinity, and is not
monotonously repetitive in and of itself or in conjunction with neighboring uses and does
not contribute to excessive variety among neighboring uses. The existing surrounding
properties include single story and two-story single-family and multi-family residences.
The proposed development includes a single-story expansion, consistent with the height,
bulk, and other design features found in the surrounding area. The proposed surface
articulations, including new smooth face stucco, decorative stucco trim and pop-outs
relates harmoniously to the existing development
D. The site layout and the orientation and location of structures and their relationship to one
another and to open spaces, parking areas, pedestrian walks, signs, illumination, and
landscaping achieve safe, efficient, and harmonious development. The proposed site
layout/design presents an improvement to on-site vehicle maneuverability by providing a
one-way path of travel accessing the rear parking and trash enclosure areas, while
accommodating ample space for vehicle parking backup and efficient access for the city’s
trash hauler. This new on-way direction improves site circulation and potential conflicts
with patrons accessing the store and eliminates conflict points with vehicles entering and
leaving the site.
E. The grading and site development show due regard for the qualities of the natural terrain
and landscape and do not call for the indiscriminate destruction of trees, shrubs, and other
natural features. The proposed development requires minor grading and demolition of the
existing asphalt. Generally, the rest of the site is urbanized, flat, and there is little evidence
of “natural” terrain. There are no “natural” features on the site. Moreover, the project
would add new landscaping, including trees and shrubs, which would replace any that
would be removed.
F. The design, lighting, and placement of signs are appropriately related to the structure and
grounds and are in harmony with the general development of the site. The project does
not involve modifications to the existing illuminated signage, with the exception for new
light standards on the new building addition on the front elevation. Any proposed signage
must meet CMC standards for property identification signs and the conditions of approval
for the project, and thus would be in harmony with the general development of the site.
G. Mechanical equipment, machinery, trash, and other exterior service areas are screened
or treated in a manner that is in harmony with the design of the structures and grounds.
There are no proposed exterior mechanical equipment, machinery, or service areas
except for the trash enclosures which are located to the rear of the property behind the
convenience store and also provides further screening with its decorative view obscuring
doors to prevent stormwater runoff. Other mechanical equipment must comply with CMC
design guidelines and Building Code standards, which require that all mechanical

equipment, machinery, trash, and other exterior service areas be screened from public
view.
H. The project shows proper consideration for adjacent residentially zoned or occupied
property and does not adversely affect the character or value of such property. The
proposed project would relocate existing parking stalls and equipment to the rear of the
property and introduce a new fifteen-foot-deep landscaped setback adjacent to the
northern residential property. Additionally, any new on-site lighting will be designed to
avoid any spillover to the adjacent residentially zoned properties. By introducing new, upto-date expansions with new landscaping, the project would improve the character of the
adjacent properties and maintain or improve property value. The design is consistent with
the City’s General Plan and zoning designation, meets all development standards within
the provisions of the Development Review Permit for the project, is compatible with the
surrounding commercial and residential uses, and will not adversely affect the value or
quality of the neighborhood.
SECTION 3. Based upon the findings contained in this Resolution and on all other written and
oral evidence in the record, the Planning Commission hereby approves Development Review
Permit No. 41-538, subject to the conditions of approval set forth below:
1.

The applicant, its successors in interest, and assignees, shall indemnify, protect, defend
(with legal counsel reasonably acceptable to the City), and hold harmless, the City, and
any agency or instrumentality thereof, and its elected and appointed officials, officers,
employees, and agents from and against all liabilities, claims, actions, causes of action,
proceedings, suits, damages, judgments, liens, levies, and disbursements (collectively,
“Claims”) arising out of or in any way relating to this project, any discretionary approval
granted by the City related to the development of the project, or the environmental review
conducted under the California Environmental Quality Act, Public Resources Code section
21000 et seq., (“CEQA”) for the project. If the City Attorney is required to enforce any
conditions of approval, the applicant shall pay for all costs of enforcement, including
attorney’s fees.

2.

Subcontractors hired to improve the physical structures of the building shall obtain a
contractor’s business license from the City Business License Department and submit proof
of workers’ compensation insurance to the City Building Department, before the issuance
of any permits.

3.

All conditions shall be binding upon the applicants, their successors and assigns, shall run
with the land, shall limit and control the issuance and validity of certificate of occupancy,
and shall restrict and limit the construction, location, and use and maintenance of all land
and structures within the development.

4.

The site shall be kept in a neat manner at all times and any landscaping shall be
continuously maintained in a healthy and thriving condition.

5.

Any changes in building textures, materials, and colors on the exterior walls are subject to
planning approval. A developer is required to submit samples of all exterior materials for
approval prior to the issuance of building permits.

6.

Construction shall conform to the site plan on file with the Community Development
Department and as approved by the Planning Commission.

7.

A complete set of plans including the sewer, drainage, grading, and erosion control plans,
which accurately depict the location of the proposed structures, driveways, and all other
elements of the development, shall be submitted as part of the plan check submittal.

8.

The applicant shall comply with all conditions set forth by the Los Angeles County Fire
Department for this application in its letter of correspondence and on file with the City
Planning Department.

9.

Anti-graffiti substances shall be used on both sides of the perimeter walls of the subject
property.

10.

Applicant shall remove graffiti within 24 hours of application. In the event graffiti is not
removed within 24 hours, the applicant grants access and indemnifies the City to enter the
property to abate graffiti according to CMC Sections 15.20.150 and 15.20.

11.

No motor vehicles (commercial or otherwise) shall be parked on the property except in
marked parking spaces.

12.

Utility equipment including and not limited to electricity, cable, or telephone equipment
must be placed underground.

13.

Pursuant to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit
requirements, and City of Cudahy Municipal Code Section 11-2: Storm Water and Urban
Runoff Pollution Control all construction projects of less than 1 acre are required to meet
a minimum of water quality protection (i.e., Owner’s Certification of Compliance with
Minimum Requirements Form and/or Wet Weather Control Plan).

14.

A Lighting Plan shall be submitted with construction drawings to Building & Safety for plan
check.

15.

Landscaping and irrigation plans, which provide for adequate landscaping shall be
submitted to the Community Development Department for approval as part of plan check
submittal. All types of plants selected, and required watering systems for such
landscaping, shall, to the extent possible, conserve water and shall be consistent with any
water conservation ordinance enacted by the City.

16.

All roof-mounted equipment shall be adequately and decoratively screened and shall not
be visible from the street.

17.

The locations of air-conditioning condensers shall be shown on the site plan and shall not
be visible from the street.

18.

A raised curb shall be provided along the borders of the area proposed for landscaping
areas.

19.

All building materials and plants selected shall be comparable to the proposed
development.

20.

The applicant shall work with the City’s Public Works Department on the design and reconstruction of the driveway approach along Wilcox Avenue prior to the formal plan check
submittal.

21.

The developer shall obtain necessary permits to repair or improve any curb, gutter or
sidewalk damaged due to the construction process.

22.

Any electrical transformer shall be adequately and decoratively screened from view.
Dense landscaping shall be used as screening materials. The applicant shall provide the
details with the set of building plans to illustrate this requirement.

23.

The applicant shall include all general notes on the plans submitted for plan check as
required. The floor plans and elevation drawings shall reflect the same information. The
developer is required to check said plans for accuracy and make sure plans are drawn to
scale and corrections are made as necessary prior to the issuance of permits.

24.

The developer shall not deviate from any of the approved plans without prior approval
from the Director of Community Development or the Planning Commission.

25.

The developer shall submit a complete listing of all subcontractors used for the project.
Each subcontractor shall obtain a contractor's business license from the City's Business
License Department and submit proof of workers' compensation insurance to the City of
Cudahy Building Department, before the issuance of any permits.

26.

Increased noise levels will be mitigated by the limitation of construction activities to not
earlier than 7:00 A.M. and not later than 6:00 P.M. To reduce temporary construction noise
contractors hired for the project shall implement BMPs such as providing advance
notification of construction to surrounding land uses, ensuring that equipment is properly
muffled, placement of noise sources away from residences, implementing noise
attenuation measures, and generally conduct construction in compliance with City of
Cudahy Municipal Code Article 23: Environmental Performance Standards.

27.

In the event of transfer of ownership of the property involved in this application, the new
owner shall be fully informed of the use of said property as set forth by this approval,
together with all conditions, which are a part of, said approval.

28.

All City Fees, i.e., plan check, building permit fees, school fees, Quimby fees, CC&R
review, etc., shall be paid by the applicant prior to the submittal of the plans to the Building
and Safety Department”.

29.

The applicant shall sign and notarize an Affidavit of Acceptance of Conditions, which
acknowledges all of the conditions imposed herein and the applicant's acceptance of this
Permit subject to those conditions.

30.

The rights granted under DRP No. 41-540 may be modified or revoked by the Planning
Commission should it be determined that the proposed uses or conditions under which
the project is being operated or maintained is detrimental to the public health, welfare or
materially harmful to property or improvements in the vicinity, if the property is operated
or maintained to constitute a public nuisance or is a contributor to blight, or if the uses on
the property are changed from the uses expressly approved herein.

31.

The rights granted under DRP No. 41-540 shall expire within one (1) year of the date of
approval by the Planning Commission unless proper building permits have been obtained
or the applicant(s) applies for and is granted an extension of time. No extension of time

will be considered unless the application for an extension is filed at least 30 days prior to
the expiration. An extension will not be granted if conditions have changed in that the
requisite findings for approval can no longer be made.
32.

Prior to any occupancy permit being granted, or commencement of the approved use,
these conditions shall be completed to the satisfaction of the City.

PASSED AND APPROVED THIS 15th DAY OF MARCH, 2021 BY THE FOLLOWING ROLL
CALL VOTE:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Chairman
ATTEST:

APPROVE AS TO FORM:
OLIVAREZ MADRUGA
ASSISTANT CITY ATTORNEY

By:
Salvador Lopez Jr., Deputy Secretary

Martin Koczanowicz

Minutes
February 24, 2020

ACTION MINUTES
CUDAHY PLANNING COMMISSION
A Meeting to be held in the City Council Chambers,
5240 Santa Ana Street, Cudahy, California,
Monday, February 24, 2020 – 6:30 P.M.
1. CALL TO ORDER
Chair Mendez called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.
2. ROLL CALL
Present:

Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez
Commissioner Covarrubias
Vice Chairperson Cuevas
Chairperson Mendez

Absent:

None

Staff Present:

Interim Community Development Manager, Salvador Lopez Jr.

3. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Pledge of Allegiance was led by Chair Mendez.
4. PRESENTATIONS – None

5. PUBLIC COMMENT- None
Chairperson Mendez announced that this was the time set aside for citizens to address
the Planning Commission on matters relating to Commission business. When
addressing the Commission please speak into the microphone and voluntarily state your
name and address. Each person will be allowed to speak only once and will be
limited to five (5) minutes. The proceedings of this meeting are recorded on audio CD.
Chair Mendez: Commission, please speak into the microphone and voluntarily state
your name and address. Each person will be allowed to speak only once and will be
limited to five minutes. The proceedings of this meeting are recorded on audio CD.
Sal: And just as an added thing, there are speaker cards at the front credenza that we
can fill out and bring to me please. And if there are no speaker cards, that’s ok, you
can just come and state your name and address when it’s your turn.
Chair Mendez: Ok so, I’ll be calling names. First one, Betty Forester.
Betty Forester: Good evening Planning Commission, my name is Betty Forester. I
have lived in Cudahy for 28 years. I was also a teacher in LAUSD Schools, and I
would like to speak up for Cudahy being part of the Los Angeles Unified School District
and

Sal: Ms. Foster, I’m so sorry to interrupt,
Betty Forester: Forester
Sal: Are you here specifically for, sorry, Forester, so why don’t we reserve those
comments when we open up that public hearing. So the public comment right now is
for anything that is not on the agenda. But we’ll call you when it’s
Betty Forester: The issue about the school
Sal: Absolutely, yes. So, is there anybody here who has public comment that is not for
an item that is on the agenda this evening? Just general comments.
Chair Mendez: Some people didn’t fill out the subject. So, Susie De Santiago is that
also for the Charter School?
Susie De Santiago: Well, kinda??? Inaudible Item 7C
Chair Mendez: Also, for Edgar, Is it regarding the items listed on the agenda? Or, Ok,
so we’ll just wait until we talk on these items. Thank you, Yes, Carmen, same thing? Is
it regarding the items listed? Ok, so we’ll call each of you when we start those items.
Other than that, any general comments, public comments? No, ok, closing public
comments.
Seeing no further interest, the public comment was closed.

6. WAIVE FULL READING
A.

Approval to waive the full text reading of all resolutions on the agenda and declare that
said titles which appear on the public agenda shall be determined to have been read by
title only.
Recommendation: Motion to waive the full text reading of all resolutions on the agenda.
MOTION: It was motioned to waive the full text reading of all resolutions on the agenda
by Vice Chair Cuevas and seconded by commissioner Covarrubias with no opposition.
Motion Approved
Sal: Can we hold just one second? Hi McMurray, how are you? …Inaudible… Would
you like to be on speaker? Or inaudible…. Victor Ponto called and said to move
forward and if I have any questions, he can call or if you would like I can put you on
speaker. Perfect. Ok Chair, for the record we have our Assistant City Attorney, Robert
McMurry on the phone, on speaker.

7. PUBLIC HEARING
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A. 7801-7835 Otis Avenue – Development Review Permit No. 41-532 - Consideration
of a development review permit to allow the design, site layout, and construction
of a new state of the art public charter school within the Low Density Residential
(LDR) Zone, pursuant to Section 20.84.170 of the City’s Zoning Code.
Recommendation: The Planning Commission of the City of Cudahy is recommended
to approve development review permit no. 41-532 to allow the design, site layout, and
construction of a new state of the art public charter school for the project located at
7801-7835 Otis Avenue.
Chair moved to re-open the public hearing for public comment
Sal: Actually, let’s go ahead and do my presentation first, then we will open it up for
public comment.
Salvador Lopez Jr, Interim Community Development Manager presented a PowerPoint
presentation providing an overview of the project and recommended approval of the
project.
Sal: Thank you Honorable Chair, Commissioners, members of the audience. Thank
you for coming this evening. The item before you, as the chair talked about is DRP 41532, to allow the design, site layout, and construction of a new 67,148 square foot
state of the art charter school. Address is 7801-7835 Otis Avenue. The subject
property is approximately 95,832 square foot lot located on Otis Avenue in Cudahy in
the Low-Density Residential Zone. The site is currently vacant with demolition of the
former Covert Iron Works and Coalition and an auto body shop already completed.
The immediate area is a mix of multi- family and single- family residential uses, as well
as Lugo Park and Recreation Center directly to the east, across the street. The
applicant Etmny Cornejo proposes to construct a 67,148 square foot elementary and
middle charter school. According to the plans submitted, to the city’s planning division.
The development will consist of a single-story structure with a subterranean parking
garage. The building would house an elementary and a middle school, including 50
classrooms, offices, bathrooms, multi-functional rooms and associated outdoor
accessories, like a basketball court and a playground. There are 99 parking spaces
proposed for the site in order to fulfill the zoning code requirements of one parking
space for every classroom on site plus one for every employee. Vehicular… let me go
through these slides really quick. We did that, so here’s a project location map. See,
its’ bounded by Otis, Olive and Elizabeth Street. Directly across the street from Lugo
Park and the railroad right of way. Vehicular ingress to the projects drop-off, pick up
area and subterranean parking garage will be provided via one… and please be
patient, I’m going to go ahead and go through these in fine detail for the benefit of our
audience. Vehicular ingress to the projects drop-off/pick up area and subterranean
parking garage will be provided via a one driveway along the west side of Otis Avenue,
and that would be right here on Otis. This is north, this is south. We have Olive, Otis,
Elizabeth, and Salt Lake. Between Olive Street and Elizabeth Street, the ingress
driveway is proposed to accommodate right turn vehicular ingress only. Right turn
ingress and left turn ingress and egress movements will not be permitted. Signage on
Otis Avenue prohibiting north bound left turn ingress movements during drop off/pick
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up periods will be provided. Additionally, staff, parents and caregivers will be provided
with information regarding the site access scheme prior to the start of the school year.
Therefore, drivers destined to the project will be aware of the right turn only ingress
operation at the Otis Avenue driveway and will plan their travel routes in advance, so
as to arrive at the project site via southbound Otis Avenue. Traffic destined to the
project to drop off/pick up students will enter the proposed Otis Avenue ingress
driveway travel within the site and the proposed drop off/pick up lane, drop off/pick up
lane is here. You’ll see that it will come off of Otis onto the site with the large cueing
area around the perimeter of the site and exiting at the exit only driveway on Olive
Street. Drop off/pick up students will enter the proposed Otis Avenue ingress driveway
travelling within the site in the proposed drop off/pick up lane complete the drop off
and pick up and then exit onto Olive Street via the proposed driveway at the northerly
portion of the project site. So, traffic destined to the project to access the subterranean
parking garage will enter the Otis Ave driveway and travel down the ramp to the
parking garage. Traffic departing the project from the parking garage will travel up the
ramp at the northerly portion of the project site and exit via the proposed Olive St.
egress driveway. Vehicular egress from the project’s drop off/pick up area, as well as
from the subterranean parking garage will be provided via one driveway along the
south side of Olive St. at the northwestern portion of the project site. The Olive St.
driveway is proposed to accommodate vehicular egress movements only. i.e... left turn
and right turn egress movements are not permitted. The proposed drop off/pick up
area are destined to the project to drop off/pick up students will enter the site via the
proposed ingress driveway at Otis Ave, travel within the site in the proposed drop off
lane, complete the drop off/pick up grades 5-8, continue northbound within the site in
the drop off/pick up lane, complete the drop off/pick up for grades K-8. The proposed
drop off/pick up lane can accommodate approximately 26 cued vehicles within the site.
The proposed onsite drop off/pick up late is approximately 20 feet in width, which is
sufficient to accommodate 1 lane of cued vehicles, plus a bypass lane to allow
vehicles to bypass vehicle to cue should there be delay relating to passenger loading
and unloading of one or more of the cued vehicles. This configuration will provide
efficient and safe ingress and egress on the site while maintaining less vehicular
conflict points at Otis and Olive St. These driveways are additional emergency access
as shown on the site have been reviewed and approved by the LA County Fire Dept.
You’ll see, as a condition, the LA County Fire Dept. also requested an emergency
access driveway at the south side of the site for emergency purposes. The project
architecture is modern contemporary treatments, here’s a site plan of the underground
parking structure that will accommodate all 99 parking spaces. Ingress from Otis,
egress onto Olive. Here’s a quick floor plan of the facility showing the 50 classrooms
and all other rooms associated with the first floor and the second floor of the
development. Here are the elevations. Treatments include a blend of contemporary
and traditional architectural forms. It includes a flat façade, hip style roof, plaster walls
and articulated façades, such as inset windows and doors, offset projected wall
features and recessed entryways. Proposed building colors incorporated earth tone
palette of browns, blues, and light blues. The building would be set back from the
eastern site, let’s go back to the site plan. The building would be set back from the
eastern side of the property by 15 feet, the rear set back by 20 feet, the western
setback by 15 feet, and the front set back by 20 feet. A 6-foot-tall ivy-covered concrete
mason wall would be constructed along the perimeter, rear perimeter of the property.
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A landscaping plan has been submitted and will be reviewed by staff. A more detailed
plan will be submitted during the plan check plan. A minimum number of onsite parking
spaces required for this property based on the number of classrooms and employees,
I talked about that earlier is 99 spaces and this does meet the code requirement. The
applicant has provided a Traffic Impact Study analyzing the proposed development.
Traffic Impact Analysis has been prepared to evaluate the potential impact to the local
street system. Twenty intersections were identified and analyzed in order to determine
changes in operations following construction of the proposed project. Application of
the impact threshold criteria of the consultant of the City of Cudahy indicate that none
of the 20 studied intersections would not be significantly impacted by the forecast
property traffic. Incremental, but not significant were noted at the 20 studied
intersections evaluated in this analysis. As no significant impacts are expected due to
the proposed project, no traffic mitigation measures are required or recommended for
the studied intersections. A VMT assessment has been prepared in accordance with
SB P743 for informational purposes. Based on the available census in VMT data
provided by Cal Trans, the project VMT, that means vehicle miles traveled, is
determined to be 35.9 miles per employee. I need to mention as part of the record, we
want to include a letter that was provided by LAUSD at 5:45 this evening asking that
the Planning Commission consider certain conditions of approval, those conditions of
approval are traffic, transportation, they’re asking that the project applicant. So, what
I’m going to do is, I’m going to read these out loud, so the public is aware of what the
LA Unified School District has required as conditions of approval for this project.
Request that the City offer the following comments, and the conditions of approval of
the project, request that the project applicant be required to stagger their bell schedule
from that of Hughes Elementary School to mitigate traffic impacts during drop off and
pick up times. The LAUSD transportation branch must be contacted at a phone
number regarding the potential impact upon existing school bus routes. The project
applicant will have to notify LAUSD transportation branch of the expected start and
end dates for various portions of the project that may affect traffic within nearby school
areas. They ask the following language to be included in the mitigation measures for
traffic impacts. First, during the construction phase, truck traffic and construction
vehicles may not cause traffic delays for LAUSD transported students.#2 – During and
after construction, change traffic patterns, lane adjustments, traffic light patterns and
altered bus stops may not affect school busses on time performance and passenger
safety.#3 Construction trucks and other vehicles are required to stop when entering
school busses using red flashing lights, must stop indicators per the California vehicle
code. Next, contractors must install and maintain appropriate traffic controls, signals,
and signals to ensure vehicular safety. Contractors must maintain ongoing
communication with LAUSD’s school administrators providing sufficient notice to
forewarn children and parents when an existing route to school may be impacted.
Another category is pedestrian safety. Construction activity that includes street
closures, presence of heavy equipment and increased truck trips to haul on an offproject site can lead to safety hazards for people walking in the vicinity. To ensure the
effectiveness and are employed to reduce construction and operating related
pedestrian safety impacts on district sites on. They ask the following language to be
included. #1- Contractors must maintain ongoing communication with LAUSD school
administrators providing sufficient notice to forewarn children and parents when exiting
pedestrian routes to schools may be impacted. Contractors must maintain safe and
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convenient pedestrian routes to all nearby schools. The district will provide school
pedestrian route maps upon your request. Contractors must install and maintain
appropriate traffic controls to ensure pedestrian and vehicular safety. Haul routes are
not to pass by any school, except when school is not in session. No staggering or
parking of construction related vehicles, including worker transport vehicles will occur
on or adjacent to a school property. The funding for crossing guards at the contractor’s
expense is required when the safety of children may be compromised by construction
related activities at impacted school crossings. Barriers and/or fencing must be
installed to secure construction equipment and to minimize trespassing, vandalism,
short cut attractions and attractive nuisances. Contractors are required to provide
security patrols at their expense to minimize trespassing, vandalism, and short cut
attractions. At the end, these measures are set forth and these comments should be
adopted as conditions of approval for the project to offset unmitigated impacts on the
affected school students and staff. And that was provided by the, Edward Pack, who is
the CEQA project manager for the Office of Environmental Health and Safety with the
LA Unified School District. And we’re going to move forward now. Here are some
elevations, some lovely renderings provided by the applicant showing what the site will
look like. You will see here, this is Otis, this is Elizabeth St., back here is Olive. This is
what the site will look like from the street. Here are other views of the site along Otis.
The view from the Olive St side, you’ll see the exit driveway only along Olive and over
here you’ll see the ingress, enter only driveway along Otis. Here’s other views of the
school, this is the Salt Lake Ave view. You’ll see the perimeter drop off/pick up cue
lane. Another Otis Ave view from the entrance of the school, and other renderings
provided. In accordance with the provisions of the California Environmental Quality
Act, an analysis has been completed for this case. As a result of that analysis, it is
determined that this case is exempt from the requirements of CEQA and no further
environmental documentation will be required, pursuant to article 18 statutory
exemptions section 15268, ministerial projects of the California Environmental Quality
Act. At this point, staff recommends to the Planning Committee of the City of Cudahy
approve Development Review Permit # 41-532 to allow the design, site layout and
construction of a new 67,148 square foot state of the art charter school within the Low
Density Residential Zone pursuant to Section 20.16.020A of the City’s Zoning Code.
Located at 7801-35 Otis Ave and this concludes Staff’s presentation.
Chair Mendez: Thank you Sal for that and yes, we are moving on to public comments,
and on item 7A.
Chair moved to re-open the public hearing for public comment
Public comment:
Betty Forester: Ok, thank you again. I started off saying that I was a 30-year resident,
over 30 years in Cudahy. I sent my daughter to Teresa Hughes, and I’m going to say
that Teresa Hughes is very close to this site has been an excellent school. I was so
happy with the outstanding education that my daughter received there, and the
educators there. I want you all to understand that the educational impact of a new
school on an existing community, when you add more options, you also limit some
options. Because when a new school, when a new school wants to open a charter,
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when a group, Charter Management Organization wants to open a school, part of the
application is, do you have a safe and appropriate site? That’s one of the main issues
that they look at to authorize schools, so my kids go to LAUSD, they are going to ask.
You know they are going to say, we have a safe and appropriate site. And we want to
open that, now if it’s not, I think there are more people that can speak more to that. I’m
going to say that there is more to appropriate, then just are there traffic patterns. I
would say environmental safety is huge for us in our community. But what I also want
you to understand, is that any school district that authorizes a charter is also
responsible for the oversite of that charter. So that it is not costing you. It’s neutral to
the District. So, when a new charter opens, it will cost LAUSD, it currently costs
LAUSD millions of dollars to oversee schools that are not our neighborhood public
schools. So, that if you open another school, you’re opening more oversight and that
means there’s only so much money, currently that comes from the State, for schools
from public charter and neighborhood schools. And some of the money that would be
going into the public schools for the oversight that goes into the public charter. So that
it isn’t cost neutral even for a school district to have those options. So, in our
community we have to look at that too. We have options. There is lower enrollment
too, throughout the state of California, this is not the, this city has had high enrollment,
but enrollment is dropping everywhere. And many charters open, saying, we have our
students, we have people who we know will come but then they are notorious for
under their expectations. not meeting what they expect for enrollment. The educational
impact on the number of schools has to be studied. Huntington Park City Council
studied that before they approved, and they asked for a moratorium on charter space.
So, you would not be the only city in this area to say, how many more schools do we
need for our families here and what’s the best way to meet that need. So, a
moratorium to look at that educational impact, not just an environmental impact, but an
educational impact report could help here. The other thing is that a Kipp School, I
know, recently had a big setback because they wanted to open a school in East LA,
and not just the community, but the electee’s that represented that area pushed back
on that. They were not allowed to open that school in the East LA area. And many of
the arguments, were their partnership with not being a good partner with their
community. I don’t think electee’s and commissions like yours, operating in a silo, the
decisions you make on planning also impact other areas in the city and our
community. And I’m just going to ask you to look at the whole picture too, as it’s not
just about a traffic or a street, but this is a plan, and you really have to look at the cost
to our city, and our families, and our families health, and our families choices. And I
would argue that we have a lot now and that this may not, as pretty as you all may
think that building looks, you know we may need to look at something else without
going down the future of our kids. Thank you very much for your time and your
consideration.
Chair Mendez: Thank you. Next, we have Susie De Santiago.
Susie De Santiago: Good evening, my name is Susie De Santiago and I live close to
where the school is going to be built at Otis and Flower St. It’s just a few blocks away.
As it is right now, we’ve had other projects that have been approved. One big project
that is on Elizabeth St, right across from Teresa Hughes, which also that one was
exempt from having the CEQA analysis done. So, we’re going through exempting all of
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these businesses, I’m call Kipp a business, because that’s what it is to me. And we’re
going through exempting them from having them to have these studies done. Those of
us who live here, that have to deal with the traffic every day in the morning and then in
the afternoons, we know how it is. Especially, when the 710, when there’s issues,
when there’s accidents on the 710 that impacts us a lot because, where do, what
streets do people take to cross? Atlantic and Otis as well as Clara going east and
west and Florence and Firestone. So those are the crossing streets. So, you know if
this is approved without that important report, that will study, that will actually study the
traffic then you’re gonna affect the community in which we live in. That’s one thing.
The other thing is, I received a notice, and I notice that it’s only in English, most of the
community speaks Spanish. They read in Spanish, so how do you expect the
community to understand what is being mailed out to them. So, you know, I think that
we’re a community that is bilingual or at least should be caring for those bilingual, for
those residents that only speak Spanish, and so we need to provide the information in
Spanish. And I know that’s something that the city has been trying to do. But
something like this is very important and we should make a bigger effort to send out
these notices, especially when it’s legal notices, that they should be sent out in
Spanish as well. Another thing is, regarding the cleanup, the land where it’s going to
be built. I know for a fact that we used to have mechanics shops there. Tire shops,
recycling, a lot of things were going on there. So what guarantees are there that the
soil has been cleaned up. And do we want to have another issue like Park Ave, where
it turns out the soil was contaminated. We had matter oozing from the soil, and then
we had to close down the school. So then there is also factories still there. Factories
next to the school. Kids are going to be breathing the air that comes out of the
factories for whatever it is that they are making. And then, it’s also across from Lugo
Park. As it is right now, Lugo Park has limited parking and I understand the study that
was done and there are 99 spaces. Underground parking, but that is all for employees.
Where are the parents going to park when they pick up their kids? I understand there
is a drop off/pick up section, but that line that is going to be created, how is that going
to be impacting everyone else that’s going to be driving through that street and also
going to the park. So, we’re going to be limiting the access to our parks as well. To the
few programs that we have at Lugo Park too, so I think those are things that need to
be considered. There is also something, that I would like crossing guards. You know
what’s happened to the crossing guards that we have. So, I hope that you really
reconsider approving this permit, because the crossing guards that we currently have,
the city has paid for them. So, it would not be fair to have an additional financial
burden put on our city, so, you know, I think there is more studies that need to be
done. If this school Kipp really wants to, really cares for our community, I think one
thing they should do, even if they are exempt from it, is, in good faith, let the CEQA
study go through, where it will show and it will consider the future, not just the current
traffic, but the future traffic that we’re going to have with all the construction that is
going to be happening nearby there. Especially on Elizabeth St. which is going to be a
few feet from the school. Thank you
Chair Mendez: Thank you
Sal: Chair, for the record, there was a traffic study that was done for this project. They
indicated earlier that there were no significant impacts expected and that no measures
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are required or recommended in any of the study intersections. Also, to address your
comment as well, Ms. De Santiago. There was a Phase I and Phase II assessment
done, which is a soil assessment, and there is some contamination on there, and as
part of the conditions, as part of the project, they are required to adhere to those
measures to address that contamination. The good thing about this site is that the
entire site is practically taken by underground parking, so dredging for that parking
structure, the entire contaminated soil will be completely taken out as part of this
project. But they will be required to adhere to their Phase I and Phase II conditions of
approval of the soil assessment.
Susie De Santiago: I understand, but the CEQA report, it was exempted.
Sal: It was administerial approval
Susie De Santiago: That is why I said in good faith. If Kipp is willing to, in good faith
allow for the study to be conducted, because, you know we do have new construction
going on, on this spot besides the school.
Sal: The applicant is here to answer those questions once the public hearing is
complete.
Chair Mendez: Carmen Perez
Carmen Perez: Hello, my name is Carmen Perez, I am a resident from the city of
Maywood. At this moment, I would like to say, hello Honorable Chair and
Commissioners, I would like to speak on behalf of item 7A. In considering approving
the development permits, and regarding a new state of the art public charter school.
One of the points that I’d like to mention is that this project would be a really good
attractive approvement image for the existing land that it is right now, the situation the
way it is. Also, it would improve property values and, also it will provide another option
for quality education in your neighborhood. One of the best things in life is having
choices and I believe Kipp would be a second choice for any families. I can speak on
behalf of my grandson. He’s attending this school right now and let me tell you he has
done a 360. I mean he has gone from a; I mean I’m not gonna talk bad about other
schools, but what I could speak is experiencing the improvement my grandson has
improved. I think, I believe that Kipp should have a chance to have an opportunity to
offer Cudahy and nearby cities. I see it that it’s one of the best projects that could
happen in Cudahy. I wish it could happen in Maywood, but we do not have the land.
I’m happy Cudahy has the land and it’s not gonna be so far from our neighboring
cities. That is my main concern to have a Kipp nearby our sister cities. And, again I
could say, again, I, this program, the teachers are wonderful, they are great. Their
hours will not impact any traffic because the students don’t come out at the same time
as other schools. They go in at 7:20 and they come out at 4pm. So, that’s one of the
solutions that you don’t have to worry about, is traffic. And they have great programs.
They have, I mean so many educational programs that they offer our students. And
again, I can say, I speak on behalf of my grandson, he has had this experience and it
changed his life. Not only in his life, but probably in ours, that we see a future in him to
become and to go into college or even a university, because that’s one of the major
concerns that they encourage families and they encourage their students to approach
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a university and college, so that’s the thing that’s important for our future, and for their
future. Again, I would like to ask for you, Commissioners and Chair to really consider
this program because I believe it’s a great project for Cudahy. Thank you so much.
Chair Mendez: Thank you, moving on with Alex???
Alex My name is Alexander, I’ve lived in Cudahy for over 20 years. My wife’s family
has lived here since the 1920’s. They bought their house back in the 1950’s. Ok, so
first off, I don’t know what kind of a traffic study you got but, or what you paid for. I’ve
lived in that area for over 20 years and once school lets out, going up that hill over the
tracks, is bumper to bumper all the way. So, Salt Lake is the same thing. On our
street, on Olive businesses are there, it’s not low density, stop calling it a low-density
area. The owner of that forklift shop has by himself 10 personal cars that he stores in
there. He comes at 6:00 in the morning and opens it up and moves them all out. The
one’s next door do the same thing they have personal cars, boats, they paint cars for
people. They do automotive work. They do everything else. When they are done with
that since you guys changed the ramp on the other side where it was a curb that the
residents could actually park on. You guys changed it into a ramp for the businesses
so when they are done are taking up all of our parking. they then use the business
side to park their tow trucks, work vans, their personal cars and everything else. Ok,
the whole street is caught up with that. We have diesels, we’re not supposed to any
diesels on my street, they drop off all the time. I have pictures right here if you want to
try and challenge me on it. I called the Sheriff. The Sheriff’s tell me to pound sand. I
call code enforcement; I get the answering machine. I get told, “we can’t stop them
from working” Ok, what they were talking about with the environmental, that forklift
shop right there, nothing but hazardous material comes out of there. They paint their
forklifts in there with the dangerous paints. Guess where that’s gonna float over to?
Right there to that school. That paint shop where they store their stuff, they are
painting cars in there. That’s gonna be butting up to, right against that school. On the
other side, you have that train. That train throws out all kinds of contaminates all over
the place, we get that too. Ok, so there is gonna be some of impact there. The 20
intersections, that’s going to be looped together, because guess what those parents
are going to do? They are not going to go to that underground parking, they are going
to park right there on that street, and since those businesses take up all the legal
parking, they going to triple park, because they already double park. You could tell me
that you’re going to enforce it, but every time I have called over the last two decades,
nobody shows up. Or they show up and everybody scatters, closes all the doors and
they walk around and pound on a couple of doors and then they leave because they
don’t know what else to do. Other than that, I don’t know what to tell you. I’ve got all
the pictures here. They have trucks, they block the driveways, they block everything
else. Oh, you know what, I do have something else. Some kid is going to get killed
because you guys took off that flashing red light. You didn’t like the way it looked; you
wanted the fancy new stop signs. I’ve almost been killed at that intersection about six
times since that thing came out for no reason, it had to come out, but it did. They blow
that thing doing 60 miles per hours, so just wait until some kids coming out of that
school, crossing over to Lugo Park and gets ran over because that thing is gone. You
guys don’t take care of anything in the area, you build something and then you just
leave. There’s a speed bump there that has been broken for at least a year now. The
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bolts stick out, they pop everybody’s tires. They popped my tires multiple times
already. I’ve already called it in, they say, Yeah, we’re going to try to fix that, but it’s
been two months. You can check complaints if you want to. You can check my name;
I’ve already made complaints. Every time I go to the DOT, your code enforcement, I
get nothing. You know, I get ignored or I get told that person no longer works here
anymore. Don’t give me these lies, it’s not a low-density area, you guys don’t enforce
anything in the area. The business’s store all their personal toys and when you say
something, you get told, we can’t stop them from working. The Sheriff’s don’t do
anything about it and code enforcement doesn’t do anything about it. So, don’t lie to
people. Tell them what it is, and the kids are going to get hurt and they are going to get
poisoned. And by the way that factory that you tore out of there, that was a hand
grenade factory in WWII, so guess what’s going to be in that soil?
Chair Mendez: Carmen Beltran
Carmen Beltran: Spanish…
Sal: Chair, since we don’t have a translator, I’m will attempt to translate in English from
her Spanish. For the benefit for the other audiences.
Translation
My name is Carmen Beltran, I’ve been a resident of Cudahy and I am here in support
of other residents in this area. I’m sorry, I am supporting the residents who are in
objection of this project. Go ahead. She said that traffic is horrible from 7 in the
morning on Otis, Salt Lake, Clara. She doesn’t feel that we need another primary
school because there are five other schools within a mile of each other. What she says
it that she feels we need a middle school. The children who have graduated from
Teresa School, and all those kids who have graduated from those schools have to go
to school in Maywood. And the truth she believes is part of the traffic. Also, she’s
concerned about the soil contamination at that site. There was other contamination at
Lugo Park when they constructed it. She feels that the traffic and contamination is not
good, and they don’t need another elementary school in Cudahy.
Sal: For the record, this is not only an elementary school, but is a middle school as
well.
Carmen Beltran: Spanish
Translation:
She feels it’s very small and in reality, we need a larger middle school.
Thank you. Ok next up is Edgar Gorbillo
______________
Sal: For the record, can you say your name.
Edgar Gordillo: Edgar Gordillo
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Sal: Thank you
Edgar Gordillo: Spanish
Sal: Translation: My comment is in reference to the new school. He believes that it
looks real pretty. The only concern that he has, is that the previous use there was
once a business factory that dealt with metals. He is a resident of Huntington Park on
the other side of Salt Lake. That facility also contaminated not only his neighborhood
but the neighbors of Cudahy. From 10 am in the morning on, they didn’t have any sort
of capture facility for the air that was coming out of that foundry, and it was emitting
throughout the building. It’s very good that the fabric is no longer there because he
had submitted several complaints in the past. My concern is that if they are going to
put a school there, they need to do an analysis of the soil that is on the site. And, also
on the side of that site there is an electrical facility and he’s not sure how many watts
are emitted from that site. If they want to construct the school, there needs to be some
sort of format for drop off/pick up of kids. Because in Huntington Park there are other
charter schools. And when it’s time to pick up the children from school, it’s not
necessarily the school, it’s the parents who cause havoc when picking up their
children. When the parents are there to pick up the children. The parents are already
there on the streets blocking traffic. And also, the principal of that school can’t really do
anything because the parents don’t pay attention to the rules. So that’s his small
comments. Have a good evening.
Chair Mendez: Sal, there’s a few more comments
Sal: Oh, there’s a few more ok.
Chair Mendez: Ok, I think we’re going to start closing, because we have a few more
comments to go through.
Inaudible
Chair Mendez: This is the last one
Sal: Oh, Ok
Chair Mendez: Next up is Bel Gallegos
Bel Gallegos: Thank you very much, I am a resident of Cudahy. Right across the street
from Park Avenue Elementary on Elizabeth. We were undoubtedly part of the
community that was sprayed by the Jet fuel from the Delta fuel dump.
Sal: Spanish- I’m going to do my best here.
Bel: The dumping of that jet fuel on our communities, on our families, on our children is
very typical of the kinds of environmental racism that our communities face.
Sal: Spanish…
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Bel: For 8 years I was Executive Director of Communities for a Better Environment, an
environmental justice organization that does a lot of work in this community. This area,
southeast Los Angeles, which Cudahy is part of is the most densely populated and
highly polluted community in the Los Angeles basin. Our children suffer from high
rates of asthma, our families suffer from high rates of cancer, heart disease, low birth
weight and birth defects. These are all a result of a cumulative pollution impact that our
communities face. The 710 freeway 40,000 diesel trucks a day, rail yards that run their
trains night and day through communities. Factories that operate in residential areas.
So, this, are we all familiar with what happened with the??? Plant, leaking lead into our
water and our soil for three decades with little oversight from the regulatory agencies
that are supposed to protect us. So, I am very concerned that California gave this
project, a huge project a pass on the requirements of the California Environmental
Quality Act. If this was in Beverly Hills, I can guarantee that there would be no pass. If
this was in the wealthier Pacific Palisades, there would be no pass on this
requirement. But, in a community that is already over polluted, more than almost any
other community in the country that we would allow a major new project here and to
say that the contractors get to do the traffic study. It should be an independent study.
So, this is a project that should be given 2,3, and 4, the deep attention on
environmental health impact. Potential, health impacts. And the community has a right
to know what those potential impacts are. Everyone sitting in this room, the people
who are outside, the taxpayers of this community, have a right to know if this project
passes environmental and health muster. And the fact that it was given a pass, is not
acceptable. And I am really asking the Commission, because you have the authority to
do that, to say, we are going to slow this thing down and we are going to require a
much closer look at the potential environmental and health risks to this project before
we allow it to go forward. Gracias
Information was translated into Spanish for the audience by Chair Mendez
Chair Mendez: Moving on, with Annabelle Morales.
Annabelle Morales: I am a parent, my six-year-old attends Kipp Pueblo Unido That is
currently based in Maywood. The project in question, being this is just a hearing for
approval on the site, I’d like to kind of go over the parent point of view, and our need
for the campus to be built. I know you heard from the environmental concerning side,
from the neighborhood folks that we appreciate your hospitality if the project does
come to fruition. But I’d like to say that there is a need in our community. Not just in
Cudahy, if I may speak for some folks, but in sister cities as well. As you saw in the
plans and presentation, the drop off schedule and the campus and the actual physical
part of the drop off. The drop offs will be within campus, which is great. Which will
minimize traffic around the area as much as possible. So, Cal has a traffic problem. I
personally view it as it’s an even exchange for great weather. Whatever you might see
and kinda label it, we have a traffic issue. It’s not going to let up. It is what it is, and if
we don’t come to terms with it then we move, or we deal with it. And there’s a traffic
problem everywhere and anywhere, not just in Cudahy, not just in Maywood. But our
current drops off and pick up schedule, it works in our community. There are schools
around our site that let in and let out at opposite times within our day. So, as far as
location, we understand that there are environmental concerns, but there are also
environmental concerns in any other city that you build. We appreciate the community
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coming in and expressing concerns. It shows light, that we are all in this together. And
just like how my daughter will be there every day from second grade through eighth
grade, I want to know that she’s not going to have asthma, she’s not going to have
whatever health issues there are. I have complete faith and I have good faith in the
developers of our schools and our campus and our Kipp network, not just for Pueblo
Unido but for the rest of our network that they will take care of our students, because
they will physically be there teaching, nurturing and developing our kids and it’s not
just my kid. Teachers take their kids there; the counselors will take their kids there.
Directors will take their kids there. As soon as the community finds out that Kipp
Pueblo Unido will open, and it will be from my mouth, and it has been for the last year
and a half. They will want to go to this charter school because it’s a great, great, great
school system. And as far as budgeting goes for LA Unified School District, they have
had problems since day one, from what I understand. And it’s been very public. People
have gone in to rescue the budget. So, there are issues, there are environmental
issues everywhere, there are traffic issues everywhere, there are social issues
everywhere. There are financial issues everywhere. Not just in Cudahy, but we all as a
community need to unite to be able to serve our children and offer them options as
was mentioned before. And the more options our community has, the better for all of
us. Not just for our English-speaking community, but also migrant community and any
other diverse community that comes in and folks who want to take shelter and be a
part of who we are. We are sister cities, that’s what we are. We are south LA and I just
want to thank everybody for their time in being here and for our folks for supporting us
and I appreciate those of you on the opposing sides because it matters, it all matters.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Chair Mendez: Next up is, I apologize for mispronouncing. Tess Amizocami
Hello, my name is Tess Amizocami, and I am the School Leader at Kipp Pueblo Unido.
Spanish translation of previous comments by Annabelle Morales provided to audience
by Chair Mendez
Chair Mendez: Ok, so go ahead, thank you.
Tess Amizocami: So, my name is Tess Amizocami, and I am the School Leader at
Kipp Pueblo Unido. First, thank you for your time this evening and giving our family
space to speak about our school. I want to briefly speak to clarify two things, one our
charter has already been approved by LAUSD and two, our school is already
operating. We opened it August of 2019. We currently serve students in TKKindergarten in the city of Maywood. Our school is part of the community that we
serve. We were built to service the south east cities. Right now, we are on a temporary
site in Maywood and are looking to find a site that has the capacity for our TK-8th
grade students. We believe that having a site that has the capacity for both elementary
and middle will ease the burden of families having to move back and forth between
multiple sites, by being located on a single site. So, thank you so much for your
consideration tonight.
Chair Mendez: Thank you
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Spanish translation
Chair Mendez: Our next person, Gina Alcala
Gina Alcala: Hi, good evening, my name is Gina I have lived in Cudahy for 27 years. I
actually live on Holland Street. I am against this school building; I understand that the
school might be a great school, but I think it is definitely in the wrong place. There’s a
better location for it. Starting off with traffic, they did mention that their school hours
are different. Starting off at 7:20 to 4, but traffic on Otis is from like 2pm until 8 o’clock
at night. I don’t know if any of you ever go through there, I’m sure Mr. Cuevas has, it’s
a mess. It doesn’t matter the school hours, it’s just in general the population of
Cudahy. So, I don’t think school hours matter at all. Second, the parking, underground
parking. 99 spaces, you guys said, one per like teacher, or one per whatever, what
happens when it’s parent conference. What happens when it’s open house, or
assemblies or graduation. Like that’s going to take up Olive, or of Lugo Park, and Lugo
Park’s already a mess with all the soccer. So, I definitely think that is not the right spot.
Also, like parking and code enforcement. I think I have you seen Code Enforcement on
Sunday nights, because Monday they give tickets, like if you’re parked on the street.
That’s the only time I see code enforcement’s existing. Also, crosswalks, who/what
kids really listen to a crossing guard? Like cross guards, I’m sorry, with respect to
them but no kid listens to a crossing guard. Kids just run and cross and go. Parents
are not going to be wanting to go through that one-way parking to pick up their kids.
And parents are going to be, I’m going to be Olive, so we don’t have to go drive
through that whole thing. After my kid got out earlier, so parents are going to be like
parking in the middle of the street and we’re going to see like emergency lights, and
it’s going to be a disaster. Kids are going to be??? also for overpopulation, I get it, this
school, it’s temporary in Maywood. So, we’re going to get the kids from Maywood so
we’re going to be like getting traffic from Maywood, Huntington Park, Southgate, all the
cities around us, so I feel like there’s already what 3 maybe 4 elementary schools in
Cudahy. Like Cudahy is a small city, like how many elementaries do you really need in
one city. And I don’t think we need to be inviting more cities, more neighbor cities over
to our traffic to add to the pile, the traffic. Also, the factories and the businesses. So,
let’s say this school is built. What happens to all the people who are working, and
investing themselves to make money at their job? When that school’s built, it’s going to
be like we need to close the factory now because it’s endangering the school. Like,
that’s not fair, like the factories were there first. So, I just definitely think that you guys
need to rethink this location. I don’t think Cudahy needs another school. I feel like
Elizabeth is a big school. This little school right here I feel like we really don’t need a
school. I feel like if anything if you really need more kids and more classrooms. Maybe
you need to rethink how many people are living in Cudahy and lower the population
instead of adding more schools so more kids can come into the city. Thank you
Chair Mendez: Thank you
Chair Mendez: Spanish Translation
Chair Mendez: Next person, Sonia Garcia
Sonia Garcia: Spanish- no translation
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Sal: Did you submit a speaker card?
Chair Mendez: Oh, Sal I got the last one…
Sal: Actually, she spoke to me earlier in the evening, and she has a letter that she
wants to present to the Planning Commission. I told her to keep it, to read from it and
it would be part of the public records.
Chair Mendez: Your name
Alice Alvarado: Alice Alvarado
Fred Alvarado: I’m Fred Alvarado. I was raised on Olive Street. Contamination, I can
tell you about that because there was a big giant hole on that lot that they dug out the
dirt for the railroad tracks.
Sal: Do you want to speak in the mike sir
Fred Alvarado: Mr. Coover, over the years, filled it with slag from the foundry. We used
to build rafts in there when it rained. Cause it’s old and it was deep. Back in the corner
where ???I am 75 years old. I’ve been on that street.
Sal: Mrs. Alvarado do you want to make your statement?
Mrs. Alvarado: I want to thank you for everything, and if and when the school is built to
please reconsider the exit on Olive Street. It is already overloaded. And with the
exhaust from all those vehicles, we won’t be able to open your doors and windows. So
please, it’s still early enough, they can still redo the planning and reconsider the street.
Here’s my letter, everything’s just about been said already. Thank you
Chair Mendez: Thank you and last slip we have here is Marcos Covarrubias. I think he
stepped out. So, this ends public comments. Now Commissioner, do we open it up for
discussion.
Seeing no further interest, the public comment was closed.
Sal: The applicant is here if you’d like to ask them any questions, open it up to
questions.
Chair Mendez: Yes, may the applicant please rise.
Erny Cornejo: Yes, my name is Erny Cornejo with??? Architects, for the past year we
have been working with the planning department, the Public Works department, Fire,
County and all the agencies to bring you this beautiful school, for Kip. I’m here with my
architecture team, as well as Kipp is here to answer any questions as well. If there is
anything that we can answer.
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Commissioner Corvera- Hernandez: Ok how many students do cater to?
_______________
Erny Cornejo: Ok, so, there is 50 classrooms, and the enrollment is, when it’s at full
enrollment. The first years it won’t be, but it will be 1008.
_______________
Commissioner Corvera- Hernandez: 1008 then?
_______________
Erny Cornejo: Yes, that’s full enrollment. That’s K-8th. Elementary and middle school is
two separate buildings with one lot.
_______________
Commissioner Corvera- Hernandez: And then you have, I’m sorry, I think it was 99
parking spaces.
_______________
Erny Cornejo: Yes, it’s all underground parking.
_______________
Sal: And those 99 spaces are 100% zoning code of Cudahy. One per classroom plus
one for every teacher.
Vice Chair Cuevas: Are you considered sort of non- profit or for profit.
Erny Cornejo: Nonprofit, open to the public, anyone can enroll.
_______________
Vice Chair Cuevas: Do you have some sort of a lottery so these students to attend
your school?
Kyle Syer: I believe it’s open enrollment, up until it fills up and then it would be a
lottery.
_______________
Sal: Sir can you come up and state your name for the record please.
Kyle Syer: Kyle Syer, I’m the Chief Operating Officer for Kipp Schools. As a public
charter school, we have an open enrollment, there’s an interest period in which
families can apply. If there are more interest forms submitted than we have seats, then
we would have a lottery that year for those seats.
Vice Chair Cuevas: Do you guys work with disabled students at all? Do you allow
disabled students to attend your school?
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Kyle: Absolutely. Yes
Vice Chair Cuevas: What type of methods are you guys? You guys have arts, math,
science? Being a charter what method of schooling???
Kyle: I think our School Leader can speak the best of the program.
Tess Amizocami: So, to clarify, are you asking what subjects we teach across the
school sir?
_______________
Vice Chair Cuevas Pardon me if I’m wrong but some different charter schools have
different
Tess Amizocami: Like specialties?
_______________
Vice Chair Cuevas: Like specialties, that lie within like math, science, English
Tess Amizocami: Yeah, so, like Pueblo Unido, our lower school is a general education.
We do assess multiple subjects and so we teach all content areas, all common core
state standards. So, our students have Reading, Math, Science, Social Studies. We
also offer music as extracurricular, and PE. And also, and just to comment on your
question on serving all students, we do not require any kind of documentation, or
documentation of IEP’s when students enroll in our schools. And so not until a after a
student submits an enrollment package would we gather that information to best
service them. We are open to all students. We enroll all students, and we have special
education programs across all of our schools.
_______________
Vice Chair Cuevas: What qualifications, what your requirements for teachers to have
versus the public school?
Kyle Syer: We follow the same rules and standards that any public school in California
follows. All of our teachers must be credentialed. It’s like a traditional public school.
Vice Chair Cuevas: Are there contracts?
Kyle: We do not have a contract, no.
Chair Mendez: I have a question when it comes to these studies brought by LA
County. I think one of our public comments mentioned independent studies. As you
guys have heard, it’s been well voiced here about the environmental impact. We have
a train, railroad there along with the other automotive shops and I think the list just
keeps on going. So, would you guys be open and willing to have more comprehensive
studies by an independent setting, manner.
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Sal: I can answer some of that question, but he will answer that question, but I can
answer as to what studies were completed. A complete traffic impact study has been
completed, an air quality green gas study has been completed, a Phase I and Phase II
soil assessment has been completed for this project.
Chair Mendez: Did you want to add more to that?
Kyle: No, I echo what Sal has mentioned. We completed our exhaustive environmental
studies as part of our due diligence prior to purchasing the site, and we plan on
following the recommendations outlining those studies for mediation.
Chair Mendez: Sal, are these studies open to the public, where can we go?
Sal: Yeah, they are available, either as an attachment to the staff report and/or they
can visit the planning counter and get the copies of those studies as well.
Chair Mendez: Any other commissioners, questions? Thank you. Ok, anybody here
want to open discussion, or anybody motion to vote on the item? I guess I will start off
with discussion. A lot of our residents came in today. Thank you very much. They have
expressed concerns in valid areas, right? There’s a lot of factors to consider here from
environment to soil, to traffic and as stated by an individual, it’s a great idea. I just think
it’s at the wrong place and wrong time. We’re still having out own ongoing issues. I
know for a fact with the crossing guards at Elizabeth Learning Center. The stop signs,
lack of code enforcement, or Sheriffs. I feel like we need to nip that in the bud first
before we can proceed on a heavy project like this. Because these are long term
consequences, and this affects everyone in the community. So, those are my two
cents. I don’t know if anyone else.
Commissioner Covarrubias: I agree with my colleague right here, I agree with the
residents of Cudahy. I’m here to represent Cudahy and the residents. Some of you
already know this thank you.
Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: Inaudible…….and I’m pro education. I love to see
it happening, but I don’t think they have enough space. I don’t think we have the actual
logistics for it. Especially, not on that corner, Salt Lake on Santa Ana, because we
need a light right there so at least if you consider this in the future, but at this point I
don’t think it would be a great idea.
Vice Chair Cuevas: Well for the record, after hearing from our residents and
representatives of Kipp, I myself, I live on Otis. I do see traffic as well, but I also see
family members who feel our public-school system is very crowded. Having another
school of this magnitude in our community, weighing the pros and cons of what can
come with this project, I understand everyone’s concerns. As I am a member,
obviously a resident of the city, very close within 1000 feet of this project, but I am for
the project with adding these stipulations from the LAUSD to be added to the contract
before approval, that these will be added to the project. But with that said, there’s
things that have to be done, but for the record, I am in favor of the project with these
added stipulations to the contract. That’s it, that’s my point, my views of this so if we
could take a vote.
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Sal: We’re going to need, Chair, we’re going to need a motion first.
Chair Mendez: Does anybody have a motion? Do you motion to approve? You gotta
state that
Inaudible…

Sal: For the record Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez, you motion to deny and then if
we could read the recommendation and it was seconded by who?

MOTION: It was motioned to deny DRP 41-532, to not allow the site design, layout, and
construction of a new 67,148 charter school within the Low Density Zone pursuant to
Section 20.16020 of the city’s code located at 7101-7835 Otis Ave. by Vice Chair
Corvera-Hernandez and seconded by commissioner Covarrubias. The motion carried
(1-3-0) by the following roll call vote:
Ayes:
Noes:
Abstention:
Absent:

Vice Chair Cuevas
Commissioners Corvera-Hernandez, Covarrubias, Chair Mendez
None
None

Recommendation fails; project is not approved.
Inaudible… on what grounds?
Sal: They individually stated their grounds. So, it will be reflected in our minutes. They
each individually stated why they were denying the project.
Inaudible
Sal: I’m not understanding the question.
Inaudible it just provides clarity, this was a vote based on how this project conformed
to design standards, how this vote addressed the issue that was brought forth today.
Sal: You are correct, this project was for a development review permit, to review the
design, site layout and construction. It is within the Commissioners right to deny a
project based on not only land use issues, but the applicant does have the ability to
appeal it to the City Council.
Thank you, Commissioners.
_______________
Sal: So, Chair, I recommend that we take a 10-minute recess.
Chair Mendez: Is everybody ok with a recess? Ok, 10-minute recess.
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Chair Mendez: Ok, resuming meeting, meeting is in session. Moving on to the next item
on the agenda
B. 5306 Clara Street – Development Review Permit No. 41-518 - Consideration of a
development review permit to allow the design, site layout, and construction of a
5-unit multifamily residential development within the Medium Density Residential
Zone, pursuant to Section 20.84.170 of the City’s Zoning Code.
Recommendation: The Planning Commission of the City of Cudahy is recommended
to open the public hearing, take public testimony, and continue the item to the next
regularly scheduled Planning Commission Meeting on February 17, 2020.
Salvador Lopez Jr, Interim Community Development Manager presented a PowerPoint
presentation providing an overview of the project and recommended approval of the
project.

Sal: Thank you Honorable Chair, Commissioners, members of the audience. The item
here before you is for, as the Chair mentioned a DRP to allow the design, site layout
and construction of a 5-unit multifamily residential development and approval of a
conditional use permit 38-373 to permit tandem parking. The subject property is
located on approximately 17,013 square foot lot on 5306 Clara St. in the Medium
Density Residential Zone. Currently the site is developed with 1644 square foot four
bedrooms and two-bedroom unit. The existing structure is proposed for demolition to
accommodate a new construction and the immediate area is mixed with multifamily
and single-family residential uses. The applicant Dhiren Shah proposes to construct a
5 unit apartment complex, according to the plan submitted to the city’s planning
division, the development will consist of the demolition of the existing duplex on site,
and the construction of 2- 6 bedroom 4.5 bathroom single family home, as well as a
two story duplex units, each of the duplex. Here’s the site plan that shows the duplex.
Here’s the front of this, what you’ll see is a split site plan. The top actually connects to
the bottom right. We have the 15-foot setback, the first two attached units with the
common open space in the middle. Then we have the other duplex with two attached
units, with some guest parking. Then that large single-family home to the rear. Each of
the duplex units will have three bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms for a project total of 8052
square feet. Each duplex will include a two-car garage while the single family will
include a three-car garage. In addition, three guest parking spaces will be provided.
The site will be accessed from a common 304-foot-long, 20-foot-wide driveway that
will connect to Clara St. providing access to both residences, and emergency vehicles.
The site has been reviewed and approved by the LA County Fire Department. This is a
quick photo of the floor plan of the duplex, you’ll see the two-car garage. The first floor
is common area, then your second floor has the three bedrooms. This is a floorplan of
the detached unit. It has the three-car garage, it has the six bedrooms and a bonus
room above the garage. This is the elevation of the project. Staff actually worked with
the developer, or the applicant extensively on the elevations and he’s provided new
elevations showing a decorative treatment along the front pop outs, along with
decorative garage doors, an additional treatment. The architecture is modern
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contemporary. The building will be set back on the eastern side of the property by five
feet. The rear set back by 10 feet, and the western setback by five feet, and the front
setback by 15. Because the project is a two-story product, the second story is required
by code to have a seven-foot setback. So, the first story will be at five and that second
story will be at seven feet. A six-foot-tall concrete masonry wall will be constructed
along the perimeter of the property, except of course within that front yard area where
they are proposing a two-foot six-inch masonry wall. And all lighting will be designed to
avoid light spillage into neighboring properties. Project lighting will consist of security
lighting and lighting on the perimeters lighting using LED. A landscaping plan has been
submitted showing landscaped areas on the building’s perimeter, and an interior open
space and within the front yard area. As mentioned, the number of units is five. Total
bedrooms are 18, with the habitable square footage at 8052 square feet. Now the
three-bedroom units will have two spaces, as required by code, two garage spaces.
And the six bedrooms will have three spaces as required by code. A total of 14
accessible parking spaces are provided throughout the site. A total of three guest
parking spaces are provided. Two of those three spaces are provided in a tandem
format and you will see here to the rear, that at the rear of the property, you have two
guest standalone tandem spaces, which require an approval using the conditional use
permit to have tandem parking spaces. Which is why they also adding the CUP
request for this. The proposed tandem spaces would not effect on or offsite circulation,
open spaces or vegetation, walls of adjacent properties or the health and well-being of
any portion of the city of Cudahy. I can answer any sort of detailed questions that you
might have. This property does meet the general plan designation of Medium Density
Residential, because a lot is under 25,000 square feet, the allowable density does
allow less than the code calls for a lot that is over 25000 square feet in density, hence
this property can only support five units. So, this is 100% zoning code, they meet the
density, they meet the height of the structure. The code calls for three stories, this one
is proposing for two. The setbacks have all been met, front, sides, and rear. The
minimum floor area per code is 900 square feet, they are proposing well over that. The
parking also meets the code at two garages per unit with that three parking spaces on
that six bedrooms, and the code requires three guest parking spaces based on half of
a space per unit. 2.5 is rounded up to three. The private open space per code is 150
square feet, this proposal is providing 250 square feet of private open space. The
common open space is 280 square feet per unit, which is 1400 square feet. This
project is providing exactly the amount of 1400 square feet plus areas in front and rear
landscape areas, which don’t actually count as the common open space, but it does
offer more green areas on the site. So, we’ve worked very hard on this project, the
applicant and I and we’ve come to a good looking project here and this project is
categorically exempt from Section 15332, it’s considered an infield development
project, the approval of project satisfies the requirement under the exemption. It’s
consistent with the general plan and it will facilitate and encourages different housing
types. The applicant proposes seven apartment units, which adds additional housing
options in the city. Excuse me, five. The project is further consistent with the housing
and general plan, in that it contributes units towards regional housing needs
assessment requirement. It’s consistent with the general plan as it meets Medium
Density Residential, is located within the city on a site less than five acres, the site has
no value as a habitat, or endangered species and it is in an urbanized area that was
previously a single family home. There are no anticipated impacts of traffic or noise or
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air quality. Nobody has land use at this site, nothing is substantially changing, and it is
adequately served by utilities and public services. At this point, staff recommends that
the Planning Commission approve Development Review Permit No 41-518 to allow
the design, site layout and construction of a five-unit multi-family residential
development located at 5306 Clara St. and conditional use permit 38-373 to allow
tandem parking. This concludes staff presentation. The applicant is here to answer
any questions. Thank you

Chair moved to re-open the public hearing for public comment
Public comment:
Pamila Munguia: Good afternoon commissioners, my name is Pamila Munguia and I
have lived in Cudahy for 21 years. My first question is if these units are for rent. Sal,
are these units for rent?
Sal: Yes, these are units for rent according to the applicant. They did not apply for a
tandem tract map to subdivide for condominium use, so we assume that they are
going to be for rent.
Pamila Munguia: With the experience, not here in the commissions but in the council
the 48 units. I am going to request to the commissioners to ask for a moratorium for
high density projects that are impacting us negatively in Cudahy. What a shame that
the people who did the other project didn’t stay to see the 48 units impact. And now it
will be impacted by the traffic. So, this is what I am asking from you and the council. In
this chapter that is in the general plan because the general plan is a live document.
It’s not just this is how it’s going to be done and that’s how it has to be done. Thank
you.

Chair Mendez: Thank you, any other public comments
Marco Covarrubias: Hi my name is Marco Covarrubias; I am a resident of Cudahy and
I am in construction. I am in construction in the city. It is positive, this particular project
on Clara I strongly support, for the last couple of years, I been hearing that we lack the
facilities city, the apartments, a lot of people need places to rent so this project is just
perfect. And I strongly support it.
Chair Mendez: Thank you
Susie De Santiago: Hi my name is Susie De Santiago, and I just wanted to speak
regarding this project. It’s a good project but, like another previous speaker asked
about it being a condominium. If any future projects that can be done here in the City
of Cudahy, if we can provide homeownership for the residents, for the kids who have
grown up in this community, have gone to school, gotten their degrees and probably
are professionals now, have their careers. And then when they come back, as we
always talk about having them come back. Where are they back coming to? To the
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same house with their parents? Give them an opportunity to buy a home where they
could start their own lives and if we continue with the projects that are just rental units,
we’re not giving them opportunity. This homeownership provides pride also, pride in
keeping your property clean, which is one of the issues that we have here in Cudahy.
That we have a lot of trash. If we had more homeownership here, more opportunities
for them, provide future opportunities for them, then our city can start looking cleaner
than it already is. I’m hoping that we get to that point. I’ve been living here for a long
time, so that’s all I have to say. Future homeownership projects would be great and
then maybe we can convince the investors that we have here on this project to turn it
into condominiums then that would be better.
Chair Mendez: Thank you
Cindy Brand: Good evening, my name is Cindy Brand, and I am a resident of Cudahy,
and I am actually from next door to this property and I think it’s a good project. I think
there is a need for more houses in Cudahy, however, I do really like my neighbors,
they are great neighbors. However, there’s already a lot of people living there. Now
it’s technically a single-family home and just like in any suburban area in Los Angeles,
pretty much every person that lives in the household has a car. We always have to
commute everywhere and that’s why there’s a lot of traffic. Now already the have
about 10 cars for that single-family unit home, so they use the street parking, and they
block my driveway when I’m trying to get out. I live in a single-family home, I have one
car, because I’m the only one that drives. And it’s hard for me to get out, you know of
my driveway. That’s with one family living there. They rent and that’s why, but I think
that’s why they are getting the code for parking there has to be something else for that.
Based upon the common areas it’s going to be a little constricted. So, I think it’s a
great project, it has to maybe be revised a little bit. I do want to still have privacy in my
home. My home is also constantly being asked to be purchased by developers and I
have seen on the opposite side, having lived in Cudahy for a long time, being pushed
out because of the high rents. For example, on the other side, I think they were paying
less than $1500 rent, so the person next door, he passed away and his son spiked the
rent for pretty much a one-bedroom apartment to more than $2500. So, it’s very, very
expensive for Cudahy. One thing I would like for you to consider is for more
commercial, for more businesses. We have a lot of people here living, however, there
was this person who mentioned restaurants in Cudahy, there’s technically nowhere to
eat. You know we are already homeowners, paying taxes, so that’s pretty much the
income that the city lives off of, the commercial businesses to bring in commerce, to
bring in people, to bring in outsiders. So, they can tax them. For example, that gym on
Atlantic and Elizabeth, great decision. You can see a lot of people bringing in, you
know commerce into the city. We need more businesses like that. So, in regard to this,
if you could be considerate of a little more space and a little more parking spot. If it’s
five units, and then the front one, maybe two or three people are going to be living
there. It’s going to be more cars than the code permits. So, thank you very much.
Chair Mendez: Thank you
Gina Alcala: Hi, I’m Gina Alcala. It’s a good idea, I do like the idea. Be like they said,
we do need more places for more people to live. However, I do agree that it should be
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more and viable. Instead people are being pushed out of their homes, and don’t have
stability in one home. They are being pushed from one place to another place to
another place. And then this being one bedroom, two bedrooms, or what not, it ends
up being one family per room. It ends up being two couples, one couple per room. So,
now there’s four people with four cars and it does cause a lot of over population.
Because it’s not going to be a single-family home. Everybody knows, I feel like the
focus needs to be on really, like in reality how many people really live in a single-family
home. It becomes more population and like she said, it needs to be more businesses
and homeowners. Kids want to come back and around their families. When we come
back from university, we have our careers and want to come back and be around our
same neighborhood. We want Cudahy to grow, not to be... Let’s say a family comes
and lives here and in two years, we’re always getting new families. Which is cool, we
want to grow up with the same neighbors, knowing like who we live with, who we grew
up with. Like, she coached me when I was young and like we are still growing with the
same people. We’re together, a community, we’re growing close to each other. We’ve
known people who live next to us, we know the people down the street because we’ve
lived here, and we’ve owned homes in the same neighborhood. So, I do think it’s a
good idea because the housing is nice or what not, but I think it should be
reconsidered to where Cudahy residents can purchase long term housing. Thank you
Chair Mendez: Thank you. If we don’t have any more public comments. We are
closing public comments.
Seeing no further interest, the public comment was closed.
Chair Mendez: This is open for discussion. If you have questions for the applicant.

Sal: And if I can just make some clarifications Chair. This project meets 100% of the
zoning code. We as staff and as members of this commission cannot dictate to an
applicant how they could, if they can rent and/or sell. It is their right and option to
provide a project, and if it meets the code. In this situation, the applicant is proposing a
project for rent. And it is 100% of the zoning code. It meets parking, our zoning code is
only as good as what we are given. And currently the code only requires a half of a
space per unit for guest parking. So, hence 2.5, we round up, the applicant has
provided 3. They have provided in excess of the minimum required open space and
they have provided 100% of the common open space that is required by the code.
Chair Mendez: Thank you for that.
Vice Chair Cuevas: I do have a question Sal. I’ve seen how overpopulated our city is,
a great point that the speaker just made. Well there’s three bedrooms, literally three
families in that three- bedroom home. There could be as many as six cars. Has there
ever been a situation where a developer makes certain relations that they cannot rent
rooms out to anyone else. Let’s say, the two bedrooms, and I’m renting a single family,
has a husband, wife and two kids. Or if they rent the room out to someone else, is it
somewhere on the contract that they can do that there if they do that then they could
be evicted or whatever.
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_______________
Sal: Yeah, they
Vice Chair Cuevas: Our city is just overpopulated. I’ve seen this many times. Again,
you know the rents are high. The only way they can afford these houses if they start
renting rooms and there you go, more cars, more traffic. The market goes down. It is
out of whack.
_______________
Inaudible…. But I think that question can be addressed to the investor. In their
digression the city can actually inaudible….
Sal: You can make a recommendation that the applicant consider providing a
stipulation in their lease agreement, that they only lease to one family. But that’s or
those sorts of conditions are not a land use issue, and the Planning Commission is not
recommended to go in that direction.
Inaudible
Chair Mendez: I have questions for the applicant. Is it going to be a gated community,
and the duration of the construction?
I am the applicant, but I am the architect of the project Right now, owner has not made
any decision on gated community or not.
_______________
Sal: If I can elaborate on that, according to the site plan, they are proposing a two-foot,
six-inch masonry wall along the front 15 feet of the property and it is not proposing any
sort of gate. So, it is an open driveway and not a gated development.
Chair Mendez: Oh, ok

Inaudible.… with the slides
Chair Mendez: The reason I’m bringing it up is because we’ve been having ongoing
crime issues in the area homeless coming in from the riverbed, so the resident was
asking if it’s going to be gated for your tenants to have Ring, or some sort of security in
place for the homes as a safety precaution.
Sal: And there’s nothing in the zoning code that would prohibit a gated community. If
he wants to put a security gate to address those sorts of issues. But in this case the
applicant has not proposed a security gate. But they can.
Chair Mendez: Thank you, and the duration. How long will construction take if
approved?
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About 8-12 months.
_______________
Chair Mendez: When do you notify the other residents in the area?
Sal: There is no notification for construction in the area, only notification requirements
for this DRP and CUP for the tandem. Typically, the next step, once they get the
approval, if they get the approval tonight, they submit their plans to the building
division for plan check. And that’s when they submit all the construction detailed
drawings, Title 24, foundations, plumbing. And that typically takes about 8-10 weeks,
provided the plans are good and there’s not a lot of back and forth, but once those
plans are approved, typically construction takes about 6-8 months after the initial 2-3
months of plan check. And it just depends on how aggressive the applicant wants to
be in terms of construction time.
Chair Mendez: Thank you very much. If there is no comments or questions from the
commission. I motion to approve; do I need to read it verbatim?
Sal: Sure, that would be helpful.
Chair Mendez: I motion to approve 5306 Clara Street Development Review Permit
#41-518. Consideration of a development review permit to allow the design, site
layout, and construction of a five-unit multifamily residential development within the
Medium Density Residential Zone, pursuant to Section 20.84.170 of the City’s Zoning
Code.
Sal: Also, approval of the Conditional Use Permit #38-373 to permit the tandem
parking spaces.

MOTION: It was motioned to approve 5306 Clara Street Development Review Permit
#41-518. Consideration of a development review permit to allow the design, site
layout, and construction of a five-unit multifamily residential development within the
Medium Density Residential Zone, pursuant to Section 20.84.170 of the City’s Zoning
Code. As well as approval of the Conditional Use Permit #38-373 to permit the tandem
parking spaces by Chair Mendez and seconded by Commissioner CorveraHernandez. The motion carried (3-0-1) by the following roll call vote:
Ayes: Commissioners Corvera-Hernandez, Vice Chair Cuevas, Chair Mendez
Noes:
None
Abstention: Commissioner Covarrubias
Absent:
None
Motion approved
C. 4936-38 Live Oak Street – Development Review Permit No. 41-522 and Conditional
Use Permit No. 38-369 - Consideration of a development review permit to allow
the design, site layout, and construction of a 58-unit multifamily residential
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(apartments) development and a conditional use permit to allow a 75 percent
density bonus of the number of “base” units allowed in the underlying zone, and
incorporating affordable housing units, within the High Density Residential Zone,
pursuant to Section 20.84.170 and 20.52.300 of the City’s Zoning Code.
Recommendation: The Planning Commission of the City of Cudahy is recommended
to:
1. Approve Development Review Permit No. 41-522 to allow the design, site
layout, and the construction of a 58-unit multifamily residential development; and
2. Approve Conditional Use Permit No. 38-369 to allow a 75 percent density
bonus of the number of “base” units allowed in the underlying zone and
incorporating affordable housing units.

Salvador Lopez Jr, Interim Community Development Manager presented a PowerPoint
presentation providing an overview of the project and recommended approval of the
project.
Sal: Thank you, Honorable Chair, Commissioners and audience members, as the
Chair mentioned approval of DRP #41-522 to allow the design, site layout and
construction of a 58 unit multifamily residential development and Conditional Use
Permit as required by code to permit a 75% density bonus, permitting 25 additional
units of the 58 units proposed for the development at 4936 Live Oak St. The subject
property is approximately 35,425 square feet which is about .81 acres, just under an
acre. The site is currently developed with a single-family residence consisting of three
bedrooms, two bathrooms totaling 840 square feet, according to the LA County
Assessor’s Office. And it is proposed to be demolished to accommodate the new
proposed multifamily residential construction. The applicant, Danny BenRoohi, who is
here in the audience, has proposed to construct a new 58-unit apartment complex.
According to the plans submitted to the city’s ??? location of the site. It’s on the south
side of Live Oak. Just south of the northern boundary of the city. According to the
plans submitted to the planning division, the development will consist of four, three
story structures, 33 of the units are base units allowed, based on the zoning and of
the size of the subject property. The remaining 25 are density units based on a 75%
density bonus. 54 of these units are proposed to be Studio efficiency units, with the
remaining being four- one-bedroom units. There are 58 parking spaces provided for
the site to accommodate, to be accommodated on the first floor. This is one space for
these efficiency units. These are pretty much 503 square foot studio apartments. It
gives some additional rental options for those in our community, for the young
professional, and for a single person and for a couple. The site will be accessed from a
common 385-foot-long 26-foot-wide driveway along the eastern side of the property.
This driveway will connect to Live Oak St. providing residents and emergency access
from either street. This has been approved by the LA County Fire Department. The
architecture is modern contemporary. Treatments include a bend of contemporary and
traditional architecture forms and details, including a flat facade, a hip roof style,
plaster walls and articulate façade with inset windows and doors. The building would
be set back from the eastern property side by 5-9 feet, the rear set back by 10 feet, the
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western set back by five feet, and the front set back by 15 feet. As all residential
projects would require, this project will provide a six-foot-high tall masonry wall around
the entire project. Interior open space area within the front yard setback. A more
detailed landscaping plan will be submitted for formal review for the plan check
submittal. Lighting provided throughout, security lighting and making sure that there
isn’t any overflow of spillage on the neighborhood properties. As mentioned earlier,
this is a 58-unit project, 54 studio/ efficiency units, and four- one-bedroom units. Total
habitable space is 53,872 square feet. The development also includes private open
space for each unit, although, not at the required 200 square feet per unit. This is one
of the density bonus concessions that’s being requested by the applicant. We will talk
about that in just a minute. A series of common open spaces are provided totaling
3873 square feet this also falls short of the requirement, but is another concession
requested by the applicant associated with the density bonus. So, heres’ a quick
overview of the floorplans for buildings A and B. You’ll see some of the one car
garages for the units and the perimeter of those are the one-bedroom units which are
four. This is first floor, second floor, and third floor. Here is proposed floor plan of
building C, showing the efficiency units with slight differences in floor area, and here is
the proposed floor plan of building D. Here’s some elevations. This is an elevation
provided by the applicant. Since this was the original elevation when they originally
submitted to the planning division, here is another view of what it’s going to look like.
However, the applicant has provided some updated elevations showing some different
treatments, and articulations to the project for example, you’ll see, this here is what the
elevation will look like along the common driveway, accessing those one car garages.
For the audience’s benefit here’s that elevation. Here we have the different look of the
elevation, very similar to that, just a more overall broad view of it. We have common
open spaces, and the applicant is here to discuss more in detail, all of the amenities
provided in the common open space. They will be providing amenities such as, work
out equipment within the private open space for the residents. They also have, this is
another rendering of the common open spaces provided by this development. Here
showing some outdoor green space, open space that is easily accessed by all
residents of the development. Here is another view of a different building with the
same sort of concept, common open spaces and places to gather, places to eat,
places to have barbecues, open spaces and so forth. And here’s another view of that
interior/exterior sort of open to the elements, common open space. Showing more
barbecues areas, landscaping, seating, and communal areas. Let’s talk about
development standards. Here, the general plan, as I mentioned is High Density
Residential. The zoning is High Density Residential. This zone allows for 40 dwelling
units per the acre, which means the base unit we discussed earlier is 33 units and they
are applying for a 75% density bonus, to exceed the base units of 33 to build an
additional 25 units. In return to reserve 11% of the density bonus for very low-income
households. The applicant has indicated that… do you have that sheet for me Dr.
BenRoohi? So, let’s keep going. So, the reason for the CUP is because they are
applying for a 75% density bonus to allow the extra units in excess of those base units.
Height per code allows you to go up to four stories, this development is going three
stories. They are meeting all the front yard setback at 15, side yard at five, and rear for
two stories at 10, and they are doing five for their first floor, and nine for second and
third floor. Typically, because these sorts of developments require five, seven and 9,
the applicant in this case is doing 5 and 9 for the second and third stories.
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We are going seven, seven and nine.
_______________
Inaudible
Sal: Seven, seven and nine. Ok the minimum floor area for studio units is 500 square
foot studios and 700 square feet for a one bedroom. This proposal is exceeding the
minimum by providing 503 for the efficiencies and up to 800 square feet for the one
bedroom. The parking for this, per code is one space per unit, for each unit, for each of
the efficiency units and one-bedroom units and half a space for guest parking space
per unit. This development does not meet that requirement but he is requesting a
concession to not provide any sort of guest parking spaces on site and that is
consistent with the density bonus law, that allows the applicant that is applying for
additional density units to not need to provide any sort of guest parking. He’s also
asking for concessions in private open space and common open space. In total, he’s
providing 3700 square feet of private, and 3800 square feet of common, and I’m sure
the applicant will elaborate on that. The applicant is requesting density bonus OF 75%,
more than the maximum density allowed in the HDR Zone sets a maximum density for
this at .81 acre site at 33 units, density bonus law and Cudahy Municipal Code #
2110.70 require that the city grant a density bonus up to 35% greater than the base
density in return with a guarantee of adding units would be restricted which is very low
and moderate incomes. The applicant is requesting 58 units, 25 units more than what
is allowed under the base zoning code and is proposing to set aside, at the time it was
seven units at an affordable, for low income residents. The applicant would like to
request to provide, is it three?
Four
_______________
Sal: Four units at very low income. So, he would set aside seven units for low income,
but we feel that this community needs a lot more low-income households, for very lowincome opportunities. So, he’s’ proposing to provide, consistent with state law and the
percentage allowed, provide four units at a very low-income household. Which is the
minimum number required under state law and the Cudahy Municipal Code. As part of
the density bonus, the applicant may also request specific concessions, relaxation of
zoning requirements and/or site development standards. In this case, the private open
space is the first concession. A total of no less than 64 square feet per private
residential unit. This reduction represents a reduction without compromising the
availability of useable private open space. The second concession is for common open
space of no less than 67 square feet of common open space per residential unit. As
part of the density bonus, the applicant, he is also asking for a third concession, which
is maximum building length. The current code calls for a maximum length of 125 feet.
This project is proposing 172.5 feet for two of the four buildings proposed, which Is
47.5 feet more than the maximum requirement of 125. The Fire Department has
reviewed the site plan and has not objected to the building lengths, as the length of the
buildings would not interfere with emergency access and on-site maneuverability.
Since strict compliance to the building length standards would likely result in smaller or
fewer development, I’m sorry, because dwelling units, and because the proposed is
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exceeding the minimum habitable area for efficiency/studios and one-bedroom units,
while preserving units for low income tenants and providing foreseeable better living
conditions. Staff supports this concession. The applicant is requesting a concession to
approve the site plan without the provision of guest parking spaces as allowed by the
density bonus law. And staff supports this concession, as the units are entirely
efficiency studios or one-bedroom units each of which provide the one car parking
space. The proposed project is categorically exempt from CEQUA Section 15332,
class III mutual development, and it satisfies all requirements under this exemption.
Project is consistent with the general plan and that it facilitates and encourages
diversity in housing types. The applicant proposes, in this case four units, which add
additional housing options for the city for very low-income households. Now the project
is further consistent with the housing element of the general plan and contributes units
toward the required regional housing needs assessment. It’s consistent with the
general plan. It meets Medium Density Residential Zone. Located in the city, on a site
of less than five acres, has no value as habitat endangered species, is in an urbanized
area and was previously developed as a Single-Family home. There is no anticipated
impact from traffic, noise, or air quality. As the quality of land use is not substantially
changing. It is adequately served by utilities and public services. Staff recommends
that the Planning Commission approve DRP 41-522 to allow the design, site layout,
and construction of a 58 unit multi-family apartment complex and a Conditional Use
Permit #38-369 to permit a 75% density bonus pertaining, permitting 25 additional
units and reserving four for very low income households, including associated
concessions for the development located at 4936-38 Live Oak St. in the High Density
Residential Zone. And this concludes staff’s presentation.
Chair Mendez: Thank you. At this time do we have any comments from the public.
Chair moved to re-open the public hearing for public comment
Public comment:
Marcus Covarrubias: Hello, my name Marcus Covarrubias. After hearing the information
regarding, about the 58 units, I love it. I like what I hear. I like what I see. I see Cudahy
needs projects like this. I highly support it.
Chair Mendez: Thank you
Susie De Santiago; Hi, my name is Susie De Santiago again. Regarding this project
that is on Live Oak, they are requesting a lot from us. A lot of bonuses. But what are
we getting in return? We are getting traffic, parking issues because there is no guest
parking. And, yes, it’s a nice project, it’s good, but I think we don’t, we’re going to give
something, then we also should receive something in return. And what are we
receiving by allowing this Density bonus and allowing them to build 25 additional
apartments, we’re only going to be receiving four, from what I understood instead of
the seven. Four apartments out of 58. That’s nothing. In my opinion, that’s nothing.
Like if we’re going to be giving all this density bonus for construction, I mean I lost
track. I was writing them down, it was parking, construction, I believe and the
additional units and there were more. So, I lost track. Another thing is the green space,
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as it is right now, we have very few, very little park space in our community. The more
units we build, honestly, the more residents we will have and as it is right now, we are
already crowded. We don’t have enough park space. So, now we are going to give
something, yet we’re going to create another problem. So, we need park space as
well. I mean our parks are depleted as it is and with more people, the parks are going
to be, I think it’s going to be even worse. So, if we give the density bonus, as far as
giving additional units, I think we need to be cautious how many we give. Because it’s
already too much and we’re not getting nothing, in my opinion, nothing in return. I
mean four units in comparison to the 25 extra units is nothing. Thank you
Chair Mendez: Thank you
Susie De Santiago: Oh, one more thing. As far as community benefits, what are we
getting? As far as community benefits if anything too. Because we do, we need a lot of
support in this community. We need programs, you know we are helping them. How
can they help us? Also, I think if we ask for something, maybe help improve our parks.
But parking here is the big issue, as you guys know. Thank you.
Chair Mendez: Thank you. Any other comments?
Cynthia Brand: Hello, it’s me again, my name is Cynthia Brand. So, this is I think a
recurring thing that’s been talked about tonight. I think, you know, development is good
in the City of Cudahy. However, you know its’ a very dense area as it is. This is right
by; I think right across from a school. There’s already a lot of traffic there. Florence is a
pretty much adjacent to that property so yeah, I think it’s something to be considered.
7% for very low for low income, that’s a very subjective number, I don’t know what low
income is so that’s still to the choice of the property owner right? What very low
income is, and 7 % of the units is very, very low. So, we are getting a high-density
bonus, but we are losing a lot. First, personal space is the first thing. The second thing
is we talked about cars and just a densely populated area. I think if we are going to
bring so many more people into Cudahy, we need more patrols, more security. Maybe
more Sheriff’s around. Let’s say someone because it’s going to already be a hard area
to get into. What happens if there’s a fire, how are you going to get there. So, I think at
the cost of that, we should petition to bring more Sheriff’s. There’s already, you know
Florence is a very busy street, so if something happens. It’s populated, there’s traffic. I
think it’s going to be a hard area to get in and out of. So, I think if you consider that,
having more patrols, more lighting something. Right across from that, maybe keep
going down on Live Oak there’s also a lot of apartments. Maybe two blocks to where
Superior Marketplace is. Then again, there’s a lot of gang activity there as well. So, I
think that’s something that should be considered. Thank you
Chair Mendez: Thank you. Ok any more public comments. Ok we’re closing now,
public comments.
Seeing no further interest, the public comment was closed.
Chair Mendez: Now, Commissioners do you want to open it up for discussion?
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Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: Is the applicant here?
Chair Mendez: Oh yes, Sal did say the applicant is here. I don’t know if the applicant
wants to speak up. Any other comments?
Shaun Messapian: Hello, I am Shaun Messapian I am one of the designers on this
project. Thank you all for coming tonight. It’s beautiful to see a community that is
concerned and hopefully, I can address some of the concerns that you guys have. To
give a little background, the history of this property is, this project has been three- and
one-half years in design. We originally started our design two and three bedroom just
like everybody else. Basically, like the other developers offer their properties. But after
doing extensive research talking to real estate agents talking to local communities,
from single parents, to newlyweds, young and inspiring people, talking to retired
elderly’s, we realized that we need more affordable and efficient units. The reason why
we are offering this is because first of all these studio’s, we could rent them at a much
more affordable, efficient price instead of doing two and three bedroom, you know with
five, six different, or two, three families, like you mentioned living in the three bedroom.
These will be, you know, four-one-bedroom units and 54 studios. We are, we decided
to do this project, again we backtracked it from the original design that we offered. We
went back and we studied also, other cases that were approved in this community. For
example, there are a couple of properties nearby, which I will get to. But anyways,
what we are offering on this project is, we’re doing a much bigger open space relative
to the other projects nearby that have been approved. We are doing a 20-foot section
across the building C and D that goes all the way, the entire length of the property line.
It’s about 280 square feet in length. We’re doing this community, kind of open space,
common space for out tenants. We’re providing gyms, barbecue areas, we’re
providing playgrounds for children. We’re trying to give that park like feeling, what the
community needs. Again, after doing a walk through in this neighborhood, and seeing
how everybody actually does utilize the parks, and come out an enjoy that. So, we
wanted to implement that for our projects. There are similar properties, actually three,
four lots down from where we are. There’s 4848 Live Oak, there’s a project that was
approved and built, they also requested 50% density bonus, they’re doing multi
bedrooms there’s about 20 units and 40 parking’s for them. And again, they did exactly
what we’re offering. 11% very low income, back to the community. And again, we’re all
in the same footstep, so what has been done in the past and approved. As far as
parking density, there has been projects a few months ago. Actually, back on August
19th that was approved. #42-4312 Elizabeth St. They were granted exactly same ratio
of square footage of lot to the parking that we are requesting. Again, it might seem like
yes, we are asking for 75% density increase, but we are dedicating 3700-3800 square
feet of this property to open space and the parklike feeling and giving them like, giving
out tenants the ability to enjoy the property without having to leave. And again, we’re
not asking, the 75% is because we are doing less bedrooms. We will also have on
sight management team, that we notice everybody is so complaining about parking.
We will have that in our lease, that our tenants are supposed to have one car per
tenant. So that will be added into our lease agreement. Also, providing on site
management. That will help with security, making sure that the tenants are, you know
behaving. Making sure that all of our facilities are taken care of. Open spaces, our
barbecue, our gym, everything is maintained. And again, we’re hoping to get with that
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would also inaudible…..with that said, again it does sound like we’re asking for more
than it was, but this isn’t anything outside of the realm that has already been approved
in a community, let alone a couple of projects next to us. And again, the reason why
we went back and redesigned this, after 3 and a half years of going back and forth.
This is just to be able to provide what the community needs and be able to come back
and create something that hasn’t been done. The open spaces that are approved on
similar project, this is about, I walked this property, this is about 600 square feet of just
grass area. I mean I don’t know how entertaining that grass area would be but we’re
actually giving the gym, we’re actually giving the barbecue we’re giving playgrounds
for the kids, so again our goal is to be able to provide something for the community
that they, again, hasn’t been done before. At least hopefully we could start a trend.
Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: Do you have any knowledge of what each
apartment would go for?
Shaun: Obviously, it’s going to take some time to build this and to go to construction,
but at the time we’ll definitely make sure it’s to what the value of rent is at that time.
And again, these are studio’s, so these are
Audience interruption…
Sal: We can’t have any comment, we can’t engage. Sorry.
Shaun: Oh, sorry, and again, this will be, we’re providing studios are the cheapest as
far as rent goes when it comes to the community. So, if there is somebody that is
looking for a space, and all that, this is as affordable as it gets. And again, instead of
us trying to do two, three bedrooms, charging $2500, $30,000, we’re doing these
studios for that reason. For it to be affordable for our community.
Chair Mendez: Are you considering it being gated?
Shaun: Yes
Chair Mendez: You wouldn’t have a ballpark estimate on the rent?
Shaun: Again, at this time we don’t know. And even if we can come up with a number
by the time this construction is done with construction. It’s going to be a year, year,
and a half, we don’t know what the accounting is going to be at, at that point so. But,
again, our goal was and is to make it as affordable as possible. And the comment
regarding about the 11 units, or seven going for low income, we’re going for the four
that are extremely low. So that, we’re hoping that that will help some families to be
able to save some money and be able to move into something that normally, they
wouldn’t be able to afford.
Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: Would you do that according to the poverty rate in
California? How would you do that?
Shaun: It will be within standards of affordable housing.
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Chair Mendez: So, it would be four units for the very low income and the rest of the
units would be efficiency units.
Shaun: The entire building is a lot less than what anybody else would charge. And
again, that’s why we’re asking for the density, to be able to make it worth the
construction, to be able to make this happen.
Chair Mendez: Ok, for being such a huge project, would you by any chance be
considering solar panels.
Shaun: Oh, yes, we actually have that on our plans. The building will be up to 2020
Green building code requirements. All of our landscapes and all that, will be drought
resistant planting. And again, all of that has been built into the plan’s you guys have in
front of you.
Chair Mendez: Ok
Shaun: We will also have electric vehicle stations and again solar panels.
Chair Mendez: Ok, does anybody else have any questions.
Commissioner Corvera- Hernandez: I have none at this moment.
Shaun: Thank you
Chair Mendez: Ok Commission, I don’t know if anyone wants to open it up for
discussion. However, there is a motion. We’d like to go ahead and discuss this. It
sounds state of the art, it feels state of the art, right? It’s promoting health, fitness, and
a lot of open space. But the issue that continues to be an ongoing issue here in
Cudahy is the congestion, right? With congestion, there is traffic. It’s next to another
school site, so I can already just imagine how traffic jammed it would be as exiting out
early in the morning. And then you’re already battling congestion with parents dropping
off their students, and it’s a huge project. We’re talking about how many units. 58
units. I forgot to ask the duration of the construction. How long will that take?
Shaun: The duration of construction should be about nine months. 9-12 months. There
was a traffic study done.
Chair Mendez: Yeah, yeah. Thank you. I think on my personal end, the studies are
one thing but hearing it from the residents is another, because we’re the ones living it
day after day. So, I question these studies, like how comprehensive they are. How, if
they take into consideration talking and going door to door, to residents about this.
Other than that, I mean I know it’s probably to code. It’s following everything. And it’s
promoting, it’s taking advantage of space for more tenants. But we also have these
factors to take into consideration. And I think these factors outweigh the opportunity.
Shaun: Can I make a comment? What we are requesting isn’t, is nothing outside of
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what hasn’t been approved by this Commission. So, then again, as far as a couple
properties next to us, there’s also the one, on Elizabeth St. that was approved again
back in August, so again, we’re not doing anything outside the box that hasn’t been
done.
Chair Mendez: No, absolutely. I completely agree with you on that. It’s just on our end,
we come up with a plan and we’re hoping that our developers, or our applicants
provide more for the city in terms of like low income housing, the issue with parking,
and because these are factors that are great, you know it doesn’t give us that
assurance in the long run. So that’s where I’m coming from.
Shaun: Well, we’re definitely open to suggestions from the commission if there is
something else is needed again to help the community.
Chair Mendez: Great, thank you.
Vice Chair Cuevas: I see this project, seeing that they are studios a little different than
units that are multi rooms. Being that they are studios, it may attract a different
demographic to our community. Maybe millennials, kids that are in college, maybe
that’s all they can afford at the moment while going to school. And attracting that
demographic can potentially attract other businesses to our city. You get Starbucks,
some other restaurants, we definitely, I’m definitely for eventually moving our city
forward. the way we are now, especially down on Atlantic Ave which is a main corridor.
We gotta start bringing more businesses there, attracting a different demographic to
our city, again can potentially bring that to this community. Again, traffic being an
issue, I understand that. There’s always going to be issues with any development that
comes into this city. The main question is for commission investments, no matter what
it is, it could be three homes and traffic’s going to be an issue. Traffic’s going to come
up. There’s got to be a point where we have to be friendly to new development, new
businesses because if that’s the case, I’ve said it before we’re, instead of bringing in
new developers or businesses, we’re scaring away new businesses. Being so difficult
to these developers in our city. It’s tough this southeast location or southeast city,
traffic is always going to be an issue. No matter what comes into our city. Traffic is
going to be a nuisance. Each and every time, with every developer comes into the city.
Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: I agree with you, the only thing is Inaudible….
Each project that gets developed and especially when one has 15 roommates. And I
agree, we want millennials to come in and rent because that would be the Inaudible….
But at the same time, attract parking is the issue in the city.
Commissioner Cuevas: They are studios, I mean how many cars, I mean again.
_______________
Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: We can’t compare ourselves to Southgate or
Downey. The streets are a little bigger, everything’s a little bigger. Those are issues
that we need to look at.
Vice Chair Cuevas: The developer did say, you know one car per unit. They cannot
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have no more cars, but one car per unit.
Shaun: And onsite management that will manage it
Vice Chair Cuevas: Right, so again it’s a great discussion, it’s just, it’s a great lift to our
city. It will beautify our city.
Sal: Commission, what I am hearing is that we have these concerns about density,
and about parking, and everything else. But those are issues that are separate than
what this project is providing. Those were issues that were provided via a general plan
and a zoning code that was adopted by the City Council based on the vision that they
had for their community. This sort of project meets the intent and the goal of the
general plan. Specifically, about the density bonus, and it meets 100% of the State
density bonus law that this project was designed around to meet 100% of the State
density bonus laws. So, we have to be careful as to what we’re reviewing here, and we
need to keep it to land use issues. Let me read a section of the traffic impact analysis
that was done for this project. Cities like Los Angeles kind of look to Guidelines
provided by Metro’s Management Program in determining when a traffic impact study
should be conducted. The congestion management program indicates that a proposed
project adding 50 or more peak hour trips in both directions. In either the AM or PM
peak period should conduct a Traffic Impact Study. The LA County, now, keep that 50
in mind. The LA County Public works also provides guidelines regarding Traffic Impact
Analysis. The county’s threshold is a proposed project that adds 500 or more trips per
day. Trip generation analysis for this proposed 58-unit apartment complex, this table
also accounts for the demolition of the one single family home detached by the
removal, subtracting those trips. So, the net trips from this project site, might include
415 daily trips. It’s under the 500-threshold provided by the LA County. 208 in and 208
out. 26 AM trips. Six in and 20 out. 31 PM peak trips, 20 in and 12 out. The net trip
falls below the threshold of Metro and the County. Therefore, a Traffic Impact Analysis
would not be required for the proposed project based on these thresholds. I just
wanted to just kind of reiterate that these projects meet the intent 100% of the zoning
code, 100% of the density bonus provisions within the zoning code, 100% of the
general plan, and 100% of the State density bonus laws.
Inaudible
Vice Chair Cuevas: I’ll make a motion to move forward and pass item 7C of our
agenda with the additions to item 1 and 2 of 7C. The approval of Development Review
Permit # 41-522 to allow the design, site layout, and the construction of a 58-unit multiunit also with the Conditional Use Permit #38-369 for a 75% density bonus.
Sal: And that may I add, in return to provide four units for very low-income households.
Chair Mendez: Thank you. If nobody seconds, can we add stipulations or conditions
for this and be tabled for next month? My questions that I want to raise is, what would
be the ballpark rents for the studio’s.
Vice Chair Cuevas: As far as rents go, if the projects a year or even two years from
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now, that can vary, depending from today that can fluctuate, they won’t be able to give
us a solid number.
Sal: Remind, remember what the ballpark rent rates are, it’s not a land use issue.
You’ve got to stick to land use. So, the commission has an option, it has options.
Chair Mendez: Any way to raise the number of units for very low income?
Sal: That would be a perfectly legitimate question to ask the applicant.
Dr. BenRoohi: Basically
Sal: Can you come up, please.
Dr. BenRoohi: My name is Dr. BenRoohi, I’m basically do medicine, just on the side
really. This project has been going on for three years and believe it or not it has been
designed to be studios to meet the needs of this community. Speaking to other people,
we found out that basically there’s about 30 to 40 applications per day for studios.
Those two bedrooms and three bedrooms can sit on the market for two weeks or
three. Just because the community doesn’t have the financial capabilities. With
regards to the very low income, we could have offered 20% of low income, or
whatever the State requires. The reason we did that was that the others in this
community, that you know, won’t be able to pay $500 for an apartment. These are
actually the numbers, the real numbers. With very low income, this is what they are
going to pay per unit. We don’t mind switching it to low income if this is what you guys
prefer, but I think this is what the community would benefit from more.
Sal: So, I think, Dr. BenRoohi, the question at hand is, you are proposing four units for
very low income. They are asking if you would consider providing an additional, I’m not
saying what number it is. Are you open to providing additional very low-income units?
Not that you are required to. But.
Dr. BenRoohi: Honestly, we went out of our scope, to provide all of this common open
space. I don’t know if you realize it or not. This is nearly almost 5000 square foot of
open space if you multiply 20 with, by about 260, we’re just over 5000 square feet of
open space that we are giving on this property. This is the reason we condensed into
studio. We’re looking at other properties, none of the other properties, or properties
that have been approved here, have even come close to this open space. So, this is
very, is pushing it, you know asking for the common space, asking for this and that,
increasing the amount of income units. But if you guys think that this is what we should
do, this is what we will do. I just wanted you to see the whole picture.
Sal: So, if I can just interject here. Chair, Commissioners. If he were to provide low
income households, he would have to reserve seven, at a low-income rate. Minimum,
if you were to provide very low, he would have to provide four. So, maybe there is a
common ground of maybe five or six of very low-income households. If, because if
other than that, asking for more than that is not going to make the project work.
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Chair Mendez: inaudible
Sal: So, right now, he’s offering four very low income. And keep in mind that these are
efficiency units, and by nature they are provided at low income for the single person or
for the couple.
Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: Can you provide six? Would you consider 6 for
low income?
Dr. BenRoohi: Six for low income?
Sal: You mean very low?
Inaudible
Sal: Instead of four very low, would you consider six very low? And at the time, it
would be based on the median LA County household rate, of what a very low-income
household would be qualified for.
Dr. BenRoohi: We haven’t even thought about it. To be honest. Inaudible
Sal: Well, you’re proposing four, he’s asking for six.
Dr. BenRoohi: It’s not that we’re not proposing, we based it upon the State’s law. We
didn’t come up with a number, you know we took 11% base density that’s 3.6, we
rounded it up to four… inaudible
Sal: Correct, and I think the commission is very clear as to what the state density
bonus is. He’s providing the minimum that’s required of the density bonus law. Asking
for him to provide more, is in excess of what the minimum state law is.
Chair Mendez: Again, I’m not here to dismiss the beautiful idea here. It might attract a
different demographic crowd. And it’s going to promote fitness, it’s going to promote
open space but there is always a bigger issue here. That is also besides the
congestion, besides the traffic, it’s having low rent. And because there hasn’t been a
definite answer, I’m still having a hard time to pass this through.
Sal: Remember Chair that the rent issues is not a land use issue. So, we really, we
shouldn’t, you shouldn’t base your decision on an issue that is not land use related.
Dr. BenRoohi: Can I answer that and say, that these are efficiency units, and if you
take my word for it, we will try to make it lower than the market at that time. That’s
what I can tell you, that right now, these apartments go for about $1300. Just so you
know, one bedroom goes for $1600-$1700, two bedrooms go for $1800-$1900. And
none of these in this community. None. I don’t think the community can ask for more.
Chair Mendez: Well if possible, if we could add a condition of adding two more units
for very low income so a total of six. That would be a condition and stipulation to the
verbiage there.
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Dr. BenRoohi: My architect suggested that perhaps, instead of very low, we do these
two as low incomes. Inaudible…Does everybody else agree?
Sal: So, four at very low, and two at low. Two additional at low.
Inaudible.
Sal: So, four at the original very low, with an added extra of two at low. So, I think
there was a motion on the table.
Vice Chair Cuevas: I made a motion
Sal: So, do you want to renege your motion and re-motion?
Vice Chair Cuevas: So, I’m going to go ahead and renege my motion to pass 7C of the
agenda and resubmit my motion to pass 7C of the agenda with the addition of two
units additional at low income.

MOTION: It was motioned to approve item 7C of our agenda with the additions to item
1 and 2 of 7C. The approval of Development Review Permit # 41-522 to allow the
design, site layout, and the construction of a 58-unit multifamily residential
(apartments) development and a conditional use permit to allow a 75 percent density
bonus of the number of “base” units allowed in the underlying zone, and incorporating
affordable housing units, within the High Density Residential Zone, pursuant to Section
20.84.170 and 20.52.300 of the City’s Zoning Code with the addition of two units
additional at low income by Vice Chair Cuevas and seconded by Commissioner
Corvera-Hernandez. The motion carried (2-0-2) by the following roll call vote:
Ayes:
Noes:
Abstention:
Absent:

Commissioners Corvera-Hernandez, Vice Chair Cuevas
None
Commissioner Covarrubias, Chair Mendez
None

Motion approved
Vice Chair Cuevas: Inaudible….
Sal: At this point, this is where I call the City Attorney. So, lets.
Chair Mendez: So, I don’t know if the commissioners want to add conditions?
_______________
Sal: We already have a motion on the table
Vice Chair Cuevas: We already have conditions, so I would have to renege, re-motion
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Mr. Ponto: (Answering phone): Hey
Sal: Mr. Ponto, we have you on speaker here with the Planning Commission. We’re
still in session.
Ponto: Ok
Sal: We have a question on our last item, the item was two yes and two abstain. We
have four planning commissioners. As you know one of them is vacant, so we have a
quorum of four. We have a two yes, and two abstain. My question to you is what the
direction is now.
Ponto: Yeah, you have a majority. If you have one that’s gone and two that abstain.
Then it’s the majority of the Commission. It goes forth.
Sal: So, the majority of the commission is four, we have two abstain and two for. This
project gets approved.
Ponto: Yep
Sal: Alright, thank you very much sir.
Ponto: Yep, no problem
Sal: Thank you, bye. Motion passes, your project is approved.
Chair Mendez: Next item on the agenda.
8. BUSINESS SESSION
Inaudible
Sal: Hold on, what section are we on. Thank you, guys.
Inaudible
Sal: We’re going to need them for City Council, but I’ll be in communication with you
guys. I’ll be in the office tomorrow between 9 and 5.
Do you have a business card? Inaudible
_______________
Sal: My pleasure, congratulations
Inaudible
Sal: Well, we still have to take this to council on the density bonus.
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Inaudible
Sal: It’s approved by commission, but there’s a stipulation in the zoning code that says
that whenever there is a CUP is requested for over 35% density it needs to be
approved by the Planning Commission and the City Council.
Inaudible
Sal: It will be in the staff report and reflected in the minutes. Yes, thanks gentlemen.
Thank you, take care. Ok, Commission business.
Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: Inaudible…. if we are going to get memberships to
the APA.
Sal: Yes, I have a status on that. I have repeatedly, as you know, requested that as
you have in the past. Under the previous City Manager, and now our current Interim
City Manager they are looking into availability of budget to see if we could also send
you guys also to Planning Commission training as well along with the, what did you
ask for again.
Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: The American Planning Association
Sal: Oh yes, the APA. That’s also a budgetary issue. I will pose that question once
more.
Vice Chair Cuevas: Its very informative, I attended several years back in San
Francisco.
Sal: Yes, typically it’s held in Monterey at the Planners Institute. But it’s very
expensive, it’s a three-day conference. It involves, flights, registration, hotel, per diemper day. But, if the Commissioners are willing to maybe send me an email, indicating if
they want to pay a portion of what the cost is to attend these Commission Institutes,
then we can have that conversations with the City Manager. Maybe we could pay for
the registration and you guys pay for the flight and the accommodations. Those are
options, I will again relay those messages to the City Manager.
Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: We also have an issue with Santa Ana and Salt
Lake. Nobody’s willing to … Inaudible… another one off of Clara on the bridge is there
any way we could put a speedbump.
Sal: And with that speed bump
Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: I’ve talked to a lot of residents and there’s been a
lot of accidents.
Sal: Is that speed bump on Santa Ana or on Salt Lake? Where would you propose it?
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Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: I’m wondering, and I have to go back and look at
it. I’m just wondering on the plan how it’s looked at? Who does the ordering?
Sal: It would be a request with the Engineering Department at the Public Works
Department. Specifically, the Engineer and he can get back to you, because there are
certain what they call warrants, there has to be minimum criteria that is met by state
codes and state laws in order to put speed bumps on a certain street. So, he can
explain that in more detail to you. Would you like me to have him call you directly? Or
to be at the next Planning Commission meeting to explain the process?
Commissioner Corvera-Hernandez: Yeah, maybe if you could ask him to come in here
next time.
Sal: Ok, sure, I think that’s a good idea.
Chair Mendez: Yeah, I just want to emphasize the importance of that training because
we already
Sal: Believe me, I have asked and highly recommended. I’ve been doing this for quite
some time now, and like you said, these Planning Commission Institutes are
tremendously valuable, really valuable.
Chair Mendez: It would help me on a personal level to know what questions are
appropriate to ask
Sal: I always make myself available and I never get any calls from you guys, so
please, I welcome those calls. Anytime, you have my cell phone, you have my e-mail. I
welcome that.
Chair Mendez: Thank you. And then, I would like to add light to what some of the
residents shared today. For example, how they communicated time and time again
with the Sheriff’s, with Code Enforcements Officers about numerous violations. And it
just doesn’t seem to get through. And there’s no follow up, and I could hear from these
residents that they are very frustrated.
Sal: They are frustrated
Chair Mendez: Yes, hopefully, so I have shared this personally with the City Manager,
but maybe hearing it from you.
Sal: I can definitely reiterate the importance of staff getting back to residents and to
address these inquiries and concerns.
Commissioner Covarrubias: In the next meeting can we have an update on the
Inaudible…. Permits, are they still open?
Sal: We just had an update, last Planning Commission meeting, I don’t think there is
anything, oh you mean is the City accepting more applications? Oh, no the City has
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not accepted anymore applications. No more, not until anybody from the Council
makes a motion to re-open the application process, it’s probably not going to happen.
Commissioner Covarrubias: Ok then good to hear.
Chair Mendez: Moving on, Commission business, Item 9
9. COMMISSION BUSINESS - None
Sal: None
Chair Mendez: Other than that, adjourn
Sal: Adjourn at 10 o’clock.
10. ADJOURNMENT
The commission meeting of the Cudahy Planning Commission was adjourned at
10:00p.m. February 24, 2020 in the City Council Chambers, 5240 Santa Ana St.,
Cudahy, California, until March 16, 2020 to be held at 6:30 p.m. at City Council
Chambers, 5240 Santa Ana Street, Cudahy, CA.
PASSED AND APPROVED, this 15th Day of February 2021

____________________
Gustavo Mendez
Chairperson

ATTEST:
____________________
Salvador Lopez,
Interim Community Development Manager
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